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ABSTRACT 

The OSIRIS Optical Spectrometer and Infrared Imager was developed at the 

Institute of Space and Atmospheric Studies (University of Saskatchewan) for the Odin 

satellite that will make measurements of anthropogenic effects on the Earth's atmosphere, 

such as Antarctic ozone depletion, global warming etc. The OSIRIS spectrometer will 

make limb observations of the Earth's atmosphere and measure both the scattered 

sunlight and the airglow spectra of the middle and upper levels of the atmosphere. 

The total flux of light scattered by Earth's surface and entering the OSIRIS IR 

imager can be 3-4 orders of magnitude greater than the flux from the airglow. Thus the 

IR imager must have good stray light rejection in order to prevent unwanted radiation 

from off-axis sources interfering, or limiting, the orbital measurements. In this thesis the 

problem of the OSIRIS stray light performance evaluation has been addressed. The 

potential impact of the interfering radiation on the orbital measurements has been 

determined with a computer simulation of the optical performance of the OSIRIS IR 

imager in the ASAP optical ray tracing software. The ASAP software is an optical 

modeling program that is specifically designed for the stray light analysis of optical 

instrumentation. 

A model of the OSIRIS IR imager has been created in the ASAP ray tracing 

software program. The image deterioration, in-field and out-of field stray light has been 

analyzed by tracing rays through the model. The Point-Spread Function and Normalized 

Detector Irradiance functions were obtained and the critical objects and effects that 

dominate the image deterioration and stray light were identified. 

The ASAP IR imager model was also used for a vignetting and tolerancing 

analysis. Those objects responsible for the vignetting were identified and the sensitivity 

of the channel response function with respect to the positioning of IR imager optical and 

mechanical components determined. The simulated optical performance and the 

measured calibration and characterization data are shown to be in good agreement. 

The relative error in the IR imager orbital measurements that is due to the image 

deterioration and stray light is estimated. It is shown that the total measurement error of 

the IR imager orbital measurements is less than 3% for the orbit-solar angle equal to 0°
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and so should not affect the accuracy of the orbital observations and the tomographic data 

analysis. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Atmospheric limb observations 

The processes involved in the depletion of the Earth's ozone layer have been the 

subject of intensive study since the ozone hole was detected in the Antarctic region of the 

atmosphere. The best way for globally monitoring ozone and the other components of the 

atmosphere that are involved in ozone depletion is to make remote observations of the 

atmosphere from a spacecraft. Space observations provide the essential global coverage 

of the monitored region of the atmosphere and so yields global maps of the species of 

interest. The altitude distribution of the constituent concentrations can also be retrieved 

from the space-borne measurements. The species altitude profiles can be determined from 

limb observations of the atmosphere where the altitude profiles of the atmospheric 

radiation are measured. However, in the case of atmospheric limb observations the 

radiation from bright sources such as the Sun, Earth and Moon, can interfere with the 

measurements and so compromise the accuracy of observations. The problem of 

interference in the limb atmospheric observations due to solar radiation scattered from the 

surface of the Earth is one that must be overcome for all daytime atmospheric limb 

observations. 

1.2 The OSIRIS mission 

The optical spectrograph and infrared imager (OSIRIS) was developed at the 

Institute of Space and Atmospheric Studies, University of Saskatchewan, for the Odin 

satellite with the objective of making remote observations of the upper atmosphere from 

space [1). It is expected that the Odin satellite, a joint Sweden, Canada, France and 

Finland effort, will be launched in 2000. The goal of the mission is to make 

measurements of radiation from the Earth's limb in order to study the middle atmosphere 

processes that are involved in ozone depletion. The scientific problems that will be 
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addressed by the Odin satellite are related to anthropogenic effects in the Earth's 

atmosphere, e.g. "to what extent can the observed Antarctic ozone depletion also occur in 

the Arctic region, and can the potential magnitude of global warming be identified by 

observations in the upper atmosphere?" [1]. The OSIRIS measurements will also include 

the detection and mapping of Polar Mesospheric Clouds and Polar Stratospheric Clouds. 

These latter are believed to play an important role in the processes responsible for ozone 

depletion. 

In order to meet these objectives, the 3-axis stabilized Odin satellite will be placed 

in a circular Sun synchronous orbit at an altitude of 600 km. The local time of the 

ascending node is 1800 so that the orbit plane is quite close to the terminator. The 

OSIRIS instrument points at the limb of the Earth and the entire spacecraft is nodded 

through a range of tangent altitudes (Fig. 1.1) in order to determine the intensity and 

spectral distribution of atmospheric radiation as a function of altitude. The OSIRIS 

instrument consists of two separate units: the optical spectrograph for the ultraviolet and 

visible wavelength range, and the Infrared (IR) imager. Thus the OSIRIS data will be of 

two types [1]: 

ultraviolet and visible spectra of sunlight scattered in the Earth's atmosphere that 

contains atmospheric absorption features in the wavelength range 280-800 nm. These 

data will be provided by the optical spectrograph. 

Atmospheric emission features (airglow) in the wavelength range 280-800 nm and at 

wavelengths near 1270 and 1520 nm. The measurements at 1270, 1280 and 1520 nm 

will be provided by the IR imager. The IR imager contains three separate channels, 

each measures the limb brightness profile at a particular wavelength in the near 

infrared region. The IR imager will also measure the scattered sunlight at these same 

wavelengths. 

The data analysis is complicated by the fact that for limb observations the 

received radiation is a mixture of radiation that has been absorbed, emitted and scattered 

from atmospheric layers at different altitudes. The geometry of the observations is shown 

in Fig.1.1. The retrieval of the height distribution of the atmospheric species responsible 

for the measured radiation will be made with a form of tomographic analysis [2]. 
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1.3 Research project objectives. 

One of the most important problems for atmospheric limb observations from 

space is the potential interference from other bright light sources such as the Sun, Earth 

and Moon [3]. Even if sunshields are used to eliminate the radiation from the Sun, the 

radiance levels from the middle atmosphere are generally quite small compared to the 

radiance from the Earth's surface, the lower levels of the atmosphere, and the Moon. 

Thus, this interfering radiation can, if not properly rejected, seriously compromise the 

accuracy of the orbital observations. 

The interference from bright off-axis sources is usually caused by stray light 

inside the instrument that reaches the detector. In general, the term "stray light" covers 

any unwanted radiation in optical systems. This stray light may be caused by scattering 

from optical and mechanical surfaces, by ghost reflections or by diffraction effects. 

For the OSIRIS instrument the stray light rejection ratio must be very low (<10-5) 

in order to prevent interference from the bright off-axis sources with the atmospheric 

observations. The stray light rejection ratio is defined as the fraction of the unwanted 

radiation that enters the instrument that reaches the detector. In an attempt to improve the 

stray light rejection ratio, a number of special features were incorporated into the 

Odin/OSIRIS design; these included a complete shielding from direct sunlight by the 

satellite solar cell arrays, a series of vanes in the baffle structures, black-painting of the 

non-optical parts and the instrument enclosure, an off-axis telescope arrangement, and a 

field-flattener prism. As it is very difficult, and often impossible, to measure the stray 

light performance of optical instrumentation with extremely small values of the stray 

light rejection (of the order of 10-6 — 10-8), it is usually necessary to determine this 

rejection ratio from an optical model. Such a theoretical computer model of the OSIRIS 

instrument has been developed and the stray light analysis performed. The work also 

included simulating light scattered from the Earth's surface and determining the overall 

influence of stray light on the accuracy of the OSIRIS atmospheric measurements. 

In this thesis the determination of the OSIRIS IR imager stray light performance 

has been addressed using the specialized software package "ASAP" developed by the 

Breault Research Organization. The ASAP software is an optical modeling program 

specifically designed for the stray light analysis of optical systems. 
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Figure 1.1. The Odin satellite orbit and the geometry of observations (after [2]). 

However, computer simulation of the OSIRIS stray light performance was not the 

only objective of the current investigation. Once a computer software model of the 

OSIRIS IR imager had been built, a wide range of the instrument performance 

characteristics such as vignetting, instrument function, tolerancing analysis, image 

deterioration analysis could be evaluated and certain design specifications verified. 

The importance of the computer modeling and simulation for the interpretation of 

instrument performance can not be overestimated. Such a simulation can help in 

understanding the instrument operation and can verify both the instrument optical design 
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and the instrument performance. This is very important in some cases, such as the 

verification of instrument performance before construction of the instrument prototype, or 

verification of the instrument performance after fabrication through a comparison of the 

computer simulated tests with experimental measurements. 

1.4 Thesis organization. 

The thesis is organized into 6 chapters with the general details of the OSIRIS 

mission and the objectives of the present work presented in Chapter 1. 

The basic optical design of the OSIRIS IR imager and potential problems related 

to stray light performance are described in Chapter 2. This chapter also includes an 

estimate of the Earth's atmospheric and surface radiance, and these values are used to 

estimate the requirements for the OSIRIS stray light rejection characteristics. 

A general background and review of stray light control, characterization and 

computer modeling is presented in Chapter 3 in order to place the problems and methods 

related to the present work in context. 

The computer model of the OSIRIS IR imager that was created with the ASAP 

ray tracing software is discussed in Chapter 4. The results of the computer simulation of 

the OSIRIS IR imager optical characteristics for vignetting, tolerancing, aberrations, 

diffraction, ghost images, in-field and out-of-field scattering are also included in this 

chapter. 

An extended discussion of the simulated stray light performance of the OSIRIS IR 

imager is presented in Chapter 5, and the impact of the stray light on the accuracy of the 

OSIRIS atmospheric observations is evaluated. 

The concluding Chapter 6 includes a summary of the present research and the 

results obtained. A suggestion for the further work that is required to characterize fully 

the OSIRIS stray light performance, including the OSIRIS optical spectrograph, is also 

presented. 
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2 OSIRIS IR Imager Design and Problems. 

2.1 Introduction. 

As noted in Section 1.2, the IR imager was developed as a part of the OSIRIS 

instrument for the Odin satellite and it is intended to provide measurements of both the 

airglow and scattered sunlight limb profiles at 1270 and 1530 nm wavelengths. It was 

also noted that there is a potential problem of interference in the IR imager limb 

observations from unwanted radiation sources. In order to understand this problem, it is 

necessary to understand the details of the IR imager optical design and the required 

rejection of the unwanted light. 

2.2 OSIRIS IR imager objectives and design. 

In an effort to maintain absolute simplicity, the OSIRIS IR imager was designed 

as a block of three imaging single-lens telescopes with narrow band filters. In this way 

each pixel in the imaging detector collects data for the limb brightness at a single tangent 

altitude, in the middle atmosphere, in the near infrared (NIR) at either 1270 nm or 1530 

nm (Figure 2.1). The data analysis technique is intended to use a tomographic inversion 

[1] to retrieve the altitude emission profile of the oxygen infrared atmospheric band 

(1270 nm emission) in order to determine the ozone density profile. The high altitude 

observations with the IR imager are also expected to provide new information on the 

global variation and distribution of atomic oxygen. 

The optical unit of the IR imager is shown in Figure 2.2 (a,b) and consists of three 

channels that are identical, except for the central wavelength and bandwidth of the IR 

bandpass optical filters. Each channel contains an entrance vane, a series of inner and 

outer vanes, aperture stop, lens, calibration stop, pre-field stop, bandpass optical filter and 

detector array. The incident radiation is focused on the detector array by the lens. The 

aperture stop is intended to limit the aperture of the incident beam. The series of vanes in 
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the baffle structure form part of the input optics and extend out to the folded position of 

the satellite solar arrays in order to capture stray light. The entrance vane is tilted in order 

to be consistent with the satellite shape. The pre-field stop limits the field-of-view (FOV) 

angle of the IR imager. The calibration vane scatters the light from the calibration lamp 

towards the detector. The optical details are summarized in Table 2.1. Two of the 

channels have 10 nm bandwidth and are separated by approximately 10 nm in the region 

of the oxygen infrared atmospheric band at 1270 nm; the third channel, centered at 1530 

nm - bandwidth 40 nm, is expected to measure the Meinel OH (4-2) and (3-1) bands. The 

imaging elements are linear InGaAs detector arrays from Sensors Unlimited, each 

contains 128 pixels each with dimensions 0.1 mm (width) and 0.05 mm (height). The 

actual area of the detector is from —1.975 to 4.225 mm along in the Y axis, and ±0.05 mm 

along the Z axis, and the actual FOV (field-of-view) is from -0.7 to 1.58 degrees along 

the Y axis direction. The detectors are aligned so as to be perpendicular to the Earth's 

limb. Thus, each detector captures the image of the limb profile of the atmosphere, and so 

allows the height distribution of the atmospheric radiance to be determined. In practice, 

18 of the detector pixels are masked off to provide a measure of the dark current, so that 

only 110 different tangent altitudes are measured. The IR bandpass filters use multilayer 

interference filter technology and have a peak transmission of approximately 70%. 

Y 

X 

IR imager 

120 km 

10 km, ' ---

Earth 

0 km 

Stray Tht 

Lens Linear array detector 

Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of the atmospheric limb viewed by the IR imager. 
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Figure 2.2(a). The ASAP model of the IR imager. 
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In order to reduce the level of the scattered radiation from the interfering light 

sources, the IR imager incorporates a number of special features in its design. The 

interior and all mechanical parts and component holders are finished with Orlando optical 

black coatings [4]. The series of vanes, pre-field and calibration stops (Figure 2.2b) are 

also intended to capture stray light. In addition, the optical axis of the IR imager is tilted 

0.5°, in the direction opposite to the Earth with respect to the satellite horizontal axis, in 

order to reduce the amount of stray light that originates from the albedo radiation. 

Finally, antireflection coatings were deposited on to the optical surfaces of both the 

lenses and filters in order to reduce ghost reflections. 

Table 2.1. Summary of IR imager optical characteristics. 

F-number of the imaging objective f/2.3 

Focal length of the imaging objective 145 mm 

Lens type and material Plano-convex Zn-Se lens 

Detector type Linear InGaAs array, 128 pixels 

Vertical FOV 110 km 

Horizontal FOV 2 km 

Spatial resolution 1 km in the vertical direction 

Minimum sensitivity 50 kR/band/pixel/sec 

Channel 1 Channel 2 Channel 3 

Channel center wavelength 1.27 gm 1.28 pm 1.53 gm 

Bandwidth 10 nm 10 nm 40 nm 

Detected feature Oxygen infrared 

atmospheric band 

Oxygen infrared 

atmospheric band 

Meinel OH (4-2) 

and (3-1) band 
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2.3 OSIRIS IR imager stray light problem. 

As noted in Section 1.1, the brightness (radiance) levels from the middle 

atmosphere are, in general, quite small compared to the radiance from the Earth's surface 

and the lower levels of the atmosphere. However, the brightness of the airglow in the 

1.27 gm region is large [1], and its tangent brightness at 40 km altitude is almost equal to 

the brightness of the solar illuminated Earth's surface (Figure 2.3). Nevertheless, as the 

apparent emitting surface area of the airglow that is viewed by the detector is 

approximately 3 orders of magnitude less than the area of the Earth's surface from which 

the scattered light can enter the entrance pupil of the IR imager, the total radiation flux 

scattered from the Earth surface, and entering the IR imager, can overwhelm the total flux 

from the observed airglow. Therefore, sunlight scattered from the Earth's surface can 

interfere with the OSIRIS observations if it is not properly rejected. In order to keep the 

measurement error caused by this interfering light below a few percent, the stray light 

rejection must be better than 10-5. It should be also noted that it is possible to reduce the 

Earth albedo effects by making measurements close to twilight when the ground is not 

directly illuminated. 

The OSIRIS instrument has been designed, built, and delivered for space-craft 

integration, so that no further design changes can be made. However, it is still desirable 

to evaluate the stray light performance of the OSIRIS IR imager and the efficiency of the 

stray light rejection features (baffles, stops, black paint, etc.) in order to determine the 

critical mechanisms and IR imager elements that give the greatest contribution to the 

stray light. In this way it is also possible to check for any deterioration in the instrument 

performance that might be caused by dust contamination during the extended storage 

before launch. Such an analysis also allows the impact of stray light on the OSIRIS IR 

imager performance and orbital measurements to be evaluated. 
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Figure 2.3. Brightness of the daytime atmospheric limb and the Earth's surface 

illuminated by direct sunlight at 30° angle of incidence as seen by IR imager 

with 10 nm wide filter at 1.27 pm. 

In addition, during testing of the OSIRIS IR imager development model a 

vignetting effect was detected, and there is a need to understand which elements of the IR 

imager cause the vignetting and to evaluate how any shift in the position of these 

elements, within the specified tolerances, can affect the IR imager response function. 

These problems have been addressed in the present work. A computer model of 

the OSIRIS IR imager has been created with the ASAP optical ray tracing software, and 

the effects of vignetting, tolerancing, image deterioration and stray light determined. 
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3 Stray Light Control and Analysis in Optical Systems. 

3.1 Introduction. 

The importance of stray light control, characterization and modeling in optical 

systems has been recognized more than three decades ago. During the past years a theory 

of surface scattering ([4], [9], [12], [13], [14], [16], [17], [18], [20], [22]) and methods of 

stray light control ([6], [8], [11], [15], [23], [27]), characterization and computer 

modeling ([3], [7], [10], [19], [21], [24], [28], [29]) have been developed. In this Chapter 

a review of the theoretical background of stray light and surface scattering, and of the 

methods for stray light control, characterization and computer modeling is presented. The 

purpose here is to provide the knowledge and information necessary to understand the 

context of the current project. 

3.2 Image deterioration in real optical systems: mechanisms and 
definitions. 

In any real imaging optical systems there is a departure from the ideal. In an ideal 

optical system the image formed on the detector by a parallel beam incident on the 

system entrance pupil, at any off-axis angle within the instrument field-of-view (FOV), is 

always a geometric point. In addition, there is no signal on the detector from radiation 

that enters the instrument from outside the instrument FOV. However, in real instruments 

the image of a parallel incident beam is blurred and spread over some finite area of the 

detector, and the detector illumination from beyond the instrument FOV is not zero. 

These departures from the ideal system are caused by a number of different physical 

effects: 

Diffraction and geometric aberrations that cause image blur. 

Ghost images formed by reflections from the transparent optical surfaces. 

Scattering of light on the transparent or reflecting optical surfaces that are caused by 

the surface roughness and contamination. This scattering can be significant for off-
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axis beam angles within the FOV and can cause an image blur that is similar to that 

due to diffraction and aberration; 

Scattering of light from the nontransparent surfaces, such as the instrument enclosure, 

stops, vanes and element holders. The surfaces of these elements are usually black 

painted in order to minimize scattering. However, all black paints have some residual 

reflectance, and so introduce a scattering inside the instrument which in turn produces 

some illumination of the detector, even for an incident beam that is beyond the 

instrument FOV. 

As a result of these effects, the image of an object in the detector plane of a real 

optical system is inferior to the image in an ideal optical system and can compromise the 

ability of the system to attenuate the light coming from unwanted sources. An unwanted 

source can be a bright source of radiation outside the field of view of the system, such as 

the Sun, Earth or Moon, or it can be a brighter part of the target source that interferes 

with a fainter part. 

Depending on the off-axis angle of the unwanted radiation source, the image 

deterioration is usually characterized separately for in-field sources (sources within the 

system FOV), and for out-of-field sources (sources beyond the system FOV). For in-field 

sources, the effects that are usually responsible for the image deterioration are 

aberrations, diffraction, ghost images and scattering of light on transparent or reflecting 

optical surfaces. For out-of-field-sources, the dominating processes are usually 

diffraction and scattering of light from nontransparent surfaces. 

The extent of the image deterioration in optical systems is usually described either 

in terms of the Point Spread Function (PSF), or in terms of the Normalized Detector 

Irradiance (NDI). The PSF, sometimes called the instrumental function, is defined as the 

detector spectral irradiance* at detector plane coordinates (x,y), or angular coordinates of 

the incident radiation (a,I3), produced by illuminating the system with a parallel beam of 

* The spectral irradiance of a surface is defined as the light power incident on unit area of the surface within 
unit wavelength range. The irradiance of a surface is defined as the light power incident on unit area of the 
surface. The spectral brightness, or spectral radiance, is defmed as the light power emitted, or scattered, 
from unit area into unit solid angle within the unit wavelength range. The brightness, or radiance, is defmed 
as the light power emitted, or scattered, from unit area into unit solid angle. 
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wavelength that enters the system at angles N43 o with respect to the system axes X, Y 

and Z. This is shown in Figure 3.1. Thus the PSF is expressed as equation 3.1; 

,)
PSF(a, fi,ao, fio,A)=  

1(a, fi,)

/011 (ao /30,A) 

PSF(x,y,a0, fic,,A)= 
o((40, P0,4') 

or 

(3.1) 

where 1(a, 2) = I(x, y, 2) is the detector spectral irradiance as a function of the 

detector plane coordinates x,y, or angular coordinates of the incident radiation a,I3; 

Ion (ao, flo, 2) is the spectral irradiance of the entrance aperture by a parallel beam 

of wavelength A, that enters the system at the angles ao,P o with respect to the 

system optical axis. 

For telescope optical systems (infinity conjugate systems) the illumination is 

usually due to distant sources (such as the atmosphere and the Earth's surface in the case 

of Odin), and the brightness of these sources can be characterized by a total spectral 

brightness (spectral radiance) of the scene Bs(ao, f 0,2) [W/(m2.sterad•nm)]. The 

illumination of the entrance aperture is related to the source brightness Bs (a0, Po, 2) . If 

the input illumination is defined in terms of the "input brightness" Bin (a0,100,2) in such 

a way that the illumination of the entrance aperture by a parallel beam entering the 

system at the angles ao,fio is 4(a0, fio, 2) = B m (ao , ,60 , 2) • c152 , where c112 is the 

infinitesimal solid angle along the direction of aio,fl 0 - then the input brightness is equal 

to the source brightness Bin (a0,130 , = Bs(ao, j60 , 2) . This is a consequence of the 

Helmholtz invariant theorem which states that "the radiance of the image is equal to that 

of the object times the transmission of the system" [5]. The "System" in the present case 

is free space. 

For axially symmetric systems the PSF, equation (3.2), is a function of only one 

spatial (r) or angular (q) coordinate (see Figure 3.1): 

( 
PSF(q),q)0,2) /(co,2) = or PSF(r, 0 , 2) = . (3.2) 

/ 1O( 00,A) i1g( r,c00,21) 1) 
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Figure 3.1. Geometry for the PSF definition. 

Frequently, the shape of the PSF function is nearly the same for all points within 

the detector area. In this case the PSF can be expressed as a function of (a — a 0 ) and 

(6 — /o): 

PSF (a, 16, ao , flo , = PSF'(a — a o , 11 — 130 ,A) , (3.3) 

and for an ideal optical system the PSF can be represented by a Dirac delta-function: 

PSF ideal (q), 40o) = 8(q)— • (3.4) 

Thus the PSF is a characteristic of optical systems that is similar to the impulse response 

of electrical or digital systems. If the PSF of a system is known, the irradiance of the 

image in the detector plane can be completely characterized by integrating the product of 

the input spectral brightness Bin (a0, Po , 2) and the PSF over the hemispheric solid angle 

and over the entire wavelength range: 

I (a, f3) = f[f PSF(a, f3,ao, 160 , 2) • 13„,(ao, ,60, 2) • clQ]dil, 
0 27r 

00 

(3.5) 
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or, in case when the PSF (a, fi,a0, Po, A) = PSF'(a- a o, 13 - ,a0 , A) 

I(a, )3)=5[1 PSna - a o,,a-130 )• Bi„(ao, )30 , A) • dflidA (3.6) 
27r0 

A nonzero illumination of the detector far from the focal point ao, 0, or xo,yo, is 

referred to as a stray light. As only aberrations are characterized by a PSF that is 

relatively confined around the focal point any of the previously mentioned image quality 

deterioration effects, except aberrations, can be responsible for the presence of stray light 

in optical systems. If the stray light originates from target object points that are outside of 

the defined spatial resolution zone of the detector (e.g. detector array pixel), but within 

the system FOV, it is referred to as in-field stray light. Otherwise, if the stray light 

originates from a source outside the system FOV, it is called out-of-field stray light. In a 

spectrometer, illumination from an object point imaged by the detector but outside the 

wavelength band expected is also defined as in-field stray light [6]. 

Normalized Detector Irradiance (NDI) - sometimes called Point Source 

Transmittance (PST), or Point Source Normalized Irradiance Transmittance (PSNIT), or 

the normalized stray light rejection ratio ([6], [7], [8]) - is the standard source 

independent figure of merit for evaluating the stray light performance of a system. It is 

commonly used when the system is illuminated by an out-of-field off-axis light source 

and the detector illumination produced by such a source is relatively uniform across the 

detector. In this case, the functional dependence of the PSF on the detector plane 

coordinates can be ignored and the system can be characterized in terms of the NDI as a 

function of the off-axis angle. The NDI is defined as the average detector irradiance 

divided by the source irradiance at the entrance aperture of the system, when the system 

is illuminated by a parallel off-axis beam propagating at the angle (a43) with respect to 

the system optical axis. The input irradiance is evaluated for a plane normal to the line of 

sight to the source [6]. The NDI is given by equation (3.7) as 

NDI(ao, )30,A) = / (A) (3.7) 
4(ao, 110,A) 

or for axially symmetrical systems by equation (3.8) 
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1(2) 
NDI (q; 0 , = (3.8) 

i tO(490,11) 

where 1(2) is the detector spectral irradiance averaged over the entire detector area. The 

PSF and NDI functions are independent of both the size of the entrance aperture and the 

detector area, and the input light irradiance. If the NDI function of the system is known, 

the detector irradiance created by off-axis sources can be evaluated from equation (3.5) or 

(3.6) with the PSF replaced by the NDI function. 

In order to characterize the stray light performance of a system that is illuminated 

by a known out-of-field extended source of unwanted radiation such as the Sun, Earth, 

Moon or lower levels of the atmosphere, the problem is usually divided into two parts. 

First, the NDI and/or PSF as a function of the off-axis angle (po is determined (either 

theoretically or experimentally). Then, the total stray light radiant flux at the detector 

plane is determined from an integration of the input brightness created by an extended 

source of unwanted radiation, Bin _ hiterf (q)0,2) over a range of off-axis source angles and 

a range of wavelengths for the corresponding NDI values, equation (3.9): 

[I _,„,,,,, = s f NDI  • B in _Inw (V 0 ) • AI 
0 2,r 

c 1 (3.9) 

From these calculated total stray light detector irradiances /z_sfray , a figure of 

merit for the total stray light rejection ratio SLR and measurement error A can be 

determined from equations (3.10) and (3.11): 

II_Stray SLR = (3.10) 
/x_rnted-

A(x, y) =  
sir, 

/sig./ (x, Y 

00 

where IE_rnte,f = fBin_Intof (7) 0) • 

0 2r 

(3.11) 

c 1 is the total system entrance irradiance by 

unwanted sources, 

Isignal (x, y) is the irradiance of the detector by a target source at the detector 

point (x,y). 
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It should be noted that I ,SLR and A are source-dependent characteristics, 

while the PSF and the NDI functions are source independent characteristics of the optical 

system. 

For the case of in-field image deterioration the PSF is usually nonuniform over 

the detector plane and the system is described in terms of the PSF, while for case of the 

out-of-field image deterioration the PSF is usually relatively uniform and the system is 

described in terms of the NDI function. 

Space-borne optical instrumentation is frequently used to make observations of 

faint light sources, such as faint stars or the upper levels of the Earth's atmosphere, in the 

presence of bright light sources that are both within and beyond the instrument FOV, 

such as the bright lower levels of the atmosphere, the Earth's surface, Moon and Sun. 

Therefore, image deterioration, especially that due to stray light from an unwanted bright 

source, may have a significant impact on instrument performance and so compromise the 

quality of the image and the accuracy of the observations of the target. 

3.3 Optical scattering. 

As noted in Section 3.1 scattering from transparent and nontransparent surfaces is 

one source of stray light in optical systems. Optical scattering from surfaces is caused by 

roughness and contamination of the scattering surface. If a light beam is incident on a 

perfectly smooth, and clean, surface only refracted and specularly reflected beams will be 

produced. However, if the surface is rough, or contaminated, the radiation is actually 

spread over the entire 47c solid angle around the reflection point. 

Although scattering is a statistical process it can be adequately characterized by 

deterministic radiation transfer techniques, if it is analyzed on the macroscopic scale. The 

physical model of surface scattering approximates the scattering of light from the 

scattering surface to the detector in such a way that the spectral radiance of the scattering 

can be expressed as equation (3.12), see also Figure 3.2 ([9], [10]) : 

L(0„ q)„0 „co „ A,)=E(ei ,q)„ 2) • BSDF(0„q;•„0„q)r, A) (3.12) 

where L(ei , , Or, cpr ,A) is the spectral radiance of the surface [W/(m2.sterad•nm)], 
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E(8;, go; , A) is the incident spectral irradiance [W/(m2•nm)], 

0 ; is the elevation angle of the incident beam, 

go; is the azimuth angle of the incident beam, 

Or is the elevation angle of the scattered beam, 

pr is the azimuth angle of the scattered beam, 

A is the wavelength of the incident radiation, 

BSDF(ei,vi 3O,,go„2) is the wavelength dependent bidirectional 

scattering/reflectance distribution function of the scattering surface as a 

function of the incident and reflected angles [sterad-1]. 

Figure 3.2. Coordinate geometry for the BSDF. 

The expression (3.12) is in fact the definition of BSDF (sometimes called the 

Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function - BRDF). The angular and wavelength 

dependences of the BSDF for a number of different materials, both transparent and 

opaque, have been extensively studied in recent years ([4], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], 

[16], [17], [18]). It has been found that the BSDF can be functionally described for both 

optically rough surfaces with an rms roughness of the surface profile much greater than 
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the radiation wavelength, and optically smooth (polished) surfaces where the rms 

roughness of the surface profile is much less than the radiation wavelength. For the 

intermediate case, where the rms roughness of the surface profile is of the same 

magnitude as the radiation wavelength, the BSDF cannot be described by any consistent 

functional dependence. 

In the first case, where the rms roughness of the surface profile is much greater 

than the radiation wavelength, the scattered light is uniformly distributed over the 

hemispheric solid angle (this assumes a non-transmitting surface). This case is usually 

referred to as Lambertian scattering and the BSDF is an angle independent constant 

BSDF Lambe, — , (3.13) 

where p is the total reflectivity of the surface. For typical black optical coatings used in 

optics p is in the range 2-5% ([19], [4]). 

Scattering from smooth, clean, optically polished surfaces has been studied by 

Harvey [21] who demonstrated that the BSDF of a polished surface is a function of the 

difference between the specular angle, which is equal to the angle of incidence and 

scatter angle Or [10], see Figure 3.2: 

BSDF(0,)= BSDF(0,)
(Isin(er ) — 

(3.14) 
sin(e, ) 

where BSDF(0p) is the BSDF value at a pivot (reference) angle Op, 

Or is the scatter angle, 

Oi is the specular angle, which is equal to the angle of incidence, 

Op is the pivot (reference) angle, 

m is the logarithmic slope of the BSDF (typically between -1 and -3). 

Thus, scattering from an optically polished surface can be characterized with only two 

values: the BSDF value at a reference pivot angle BSDF(Op ) and the BSDF logarithmic 

slope m. The BSDF is directly related to the roughness of the scattering surface. The 

value at the pivot angle Of,, is related to rms surface roughness through the following 

relationship [10] : 
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R • 820; 27rAnj
2

by 
27 

(3.15) 
rK 

where by is the BSDF value at a pivot angle Op, 

Op is a pivot angle, 

m is the logarithmic slope of BSDF (typically between -1 and -3), 

R is the intrinsic surface reflectivity (for back-scattering), or transmissivity (for 

forward-scattering), 

is the wavelength of light, 

8is the rms surface roughness, 

An is the difference between refractive index of the material and of air, 

R2+m R2+m 

K=ln(/32)- in(61) for m=-2 and K = 2 — N1  for m#-2, where P2 =1 and 
2 + m 

=0.01 are defined in [10]. 

The above expression was derived for ideal surfaces with an rms roughness that is much 

less than the wavelength, with no scratches, digs, dust or contamination. It has been 

found experimentally [10] that this expression is valid for optical polished surfaces with 

illuminating radiation in the wavelength range 0.4-0.7 pm. At longer wavelengths the 

general functional relationship (3.14) is still valid, although the wavelength dependence 

is less than that predicted by expression (3.15) due to the effect of scratches, digs and 

contamination. Unfortunately the rms roughness is rarely defined in the optical 

specifications; the current US Military optical standard does not require rms surface 

roughness to be specified. The current standard only requires the surface quality to be 

defined in terms of the number, and size, of scratches and digs. One study [15] has shown 

that typical values of rms surface roughness for regular quality components compliant 

with the #40 scratch/dig standard are 6-10 nm, and for custom-made super-polished 

surfaces are 1-3 rim. In practice the rms surface roughness can often be estimated if the 

surface polishing or processing technology is known. 

The lens used in the OSIRIS IR imager is made of ZnSe, and the scattering 

characteristics of ZnSe surfaces have been studied by Birge [21] and Dereniak [22]. 

They found that for polished ZnSe surface the BSDF is inversely proportional to 

wavelength in the range 0.6-3.3 gm, and that the typical value of m is —2 in the 
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wavelength range 0.6-10 pm, and that the BSDF value is approximately 5 sterad-1 for the 

transmitted beam at k=0.63 gm and 9, = 0.573 degrees. Thus the estimated value of the 

BSDF at k=1.27 pm and op = 0.573 degrees is 2.5 sterad-1. Calculations based on 

equation (3.15) with k=1.27 gm, Op = 0.573 degrees, m=-2, An=1.47, R=0.98, and 8=8 

nm give a value of 2.3 sterad -1 for the BSDF. 

Typical BSDF curves for ZnSe at different specular angles are shown in Figure 3.3 

for bp=2.5 at e p=0.573 degrees (see equation 3.14). These data have been used for the 

stray light analysis of the OSIRIS ER imager. 
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Figure 3.3. Typical BSDF curves for ZnSe at different specular angles. 

3.4 Methods of stray light control and rejection in optical systems. 

Stray light in optical systems can often have a significant impact on the system 

performance. The classical example is space observing systems that are intended to study 

faint light sources, such as astronomical or atmospheric objects, in the presence of 
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extremely bright off-axis sources, such as the Sun, Earth or Moon. However, other much 

simpler systems, such as photo and video cameras may also suffer from stray light. An 

example of stray light interference is shown in Figure 3.4; this is a photo with an 

unwanted sunlight region that appears as a bright pentagon. 

Figure 3.4. Photo with bright sunlit regions taken with a camera with poor stray 

light rejection (from BRO Inc. web site http://www.breault.com). 

Minimizing stray light in an optical system is usually accomplished through an 

iterative process of design and analysis that is best initiated early in the design process. 

However, often a system is not analyzed for stray light until the design is frozen and in 

production. In such cases fixing stray light problems can be quite costly, and the solution 

is rarely optimal. 
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It is important for the optical designer to know and understand the methods 

available for stray light suppression in order to choose those that are most appropriate for 

a particular design project. A number of methods of stray light rejection have been 

developed in recent years (see [23]), and some of the various methods for stray light 

control and rejection are discussed below. 

3.4.1 Identifying and minimizing critical and illuminated surfaces 

The arrangement of the optical and mechanical components may have a 

significant impact on the system stray light performance. The fundamental approach is to 

identify and minimize, or, if possible, avoid, all critical surfaces. The critical surfaces are 

those that can be seen from the detector. These surfaces are the only ones that can 

contribute to the stray radiation incident on to the detector. In order to identify these 

critical objects it is necessary to visualize the entire scene that is observed from the image 

plane. It is obviously impossible to remove all critical surfaces from the system FOV, but 

minimizing the area and scattering characteristics of these surfaces will result in an 

improved stray light performance of the system. 

Another important contribution is from illuminated objects, i.e. objects that are 

directly illuminated by the in-field or out-of-field incoming radiation. The most crucial 

mistake in any optical arrangement is to allow the critical surfaces to also be 

simultaneously illuminated objects. In such cases the scattering from the surfaces 

dominates the stray light detector illumination as there is only a single scatter before the 

stray light reaches the detector. This situation must, and usually can, be avoided by a 

proper arrangement of the elements and the use of baffles and screens. 

If there are no directly illuminated critical objects in the system, scattered light 

will propagate from the illuminated surfaces and must undergo a second scatter at the 

critical objects in order to reach the detector. Therefore, all paths between the illuminated 

and critical objects must be blocked, or reduced, as much as possible. 

This approach leads to the choice of optical alignments with off-axis telescopes 

and reflecting optics. In an off-axis telescope the secondary reflective mirror of the 

telescope is located outside the aperture of the on-axis incident beam. The most 
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significant effect of an off-axis system is the elimination of secondary mirror supports 

from the FOV of the detector, as is the case for the traditional Cassegrain arrangement 

[23]. The secondary mirror supports in a Cassegrain telescope have been found to be the 

dominant source of stray radiation, due to both diffuse scattering and diffraction [24]. 

The off-axis telescope arrangement is used in the OSIRIS optical spectrometer. 

3.4.2 Positioning of the field and aperture stops 

Another important factor in the optical system design is the positioning of field 

and aperture stops [5]. Aperture stops limit the size of the bundle of incoming signal rays, 

and field stops limit the FOV of the system. The field stop blocks direct radiation from 

off-axis sources, so that only scattered light from system objects within the FOV is 

allowed to enter the detector. In many cases the positioning of stops has a more 

noticeable effect on system performance than any baffle vane structure or coating. An 

extended analysis of the positioning of stops on the system stray light performance has 

been presented by Breault [23]. 

In addition to diffuse scattering, there is another source of stray light that is 

attributed to the diffraction of the bright off-axis unwanted radiation from the aperture 

stop and any other objects within FOV of the system. Diffraction from the aperture, or 

entrance, stop is often the dominant stray light source for non-reimaging telescopes [3]. 

Reducing this source of stray light usually requires changing the geometry of the system 

and introducing additional stops in the light path. For example, re-imaging systems 

(systems with intermediate focal planes) allow the use of intermediate field stops and 

Lyot stops. When the diffraction from an aperture stop creates an unacceptable amount of 

stray light in a system, a so-called Lyot stop can be used [3]. The Lyot stop is placed at 

the image of the aperture stop, and is undersized in order to serve as the effective aperture 

stop in the system. Since the light diffracted from the aperture stop will be imaged on to 

the Lyot stop, nearly all of it will be blocked. Thus, only secondary or tertiary diffracted 

energy can reach the detector. Also, as the Lyot stop is by definition further along the 

optical path to the detector, the number of critical surfaces seen by the detector is 

reduced. 
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3.4.3 Black painting 

Black painting or black coating of non-optical surfaces is usually a prerequisite 

for systems with critical stray light performance. A large variety of optical black 

paintings and coatings have been developed in the last twenty years, and an extensive 

review of optical black surfaces has been given by Pompea and Breault [4]. The choice of 

a particular paint or coating depends on the nature of application, the substrate material, 

the wavelength of interest and the required BSDF properties of the surface (specular or 

Lambertian). 

The mechanical surfaces in the OSIRIS IR imager are coated with an Orlando 

black coating that is produced by electrodeposition of copper and its subsequent 

oxidation in a proprietary process. The total reflectivity p of the Orlando black in the 1.27 

wavelength region is approximately 0.5% [4]. 

3.4.4 Baffles and vanes 

The term baffle is usually used to describe conical or tubelike (including 

cylindrical) structures that are used to shade one or more system components from light 

from an unwanted source. Vanes are structures that are put on baffles in order to modify 

the scatter characteristics of the surface. Vanes are usually a series of round aperture 

diaphragms placed on the inner surface of the baffle structure (see Figure 2.2(a,b)). 

The best stray light suppression is achieved with vane cavities in the baffle 

structure. Once radiation enters a vane cavity, it must make multiple reflections to exit. 

The vanes are positioned so as to prevent stray radiation for all off-axis angles beyond the 

instrument FOV from specularly reflecting directly from the baffle wall on to the first 

optical element or detector. This leads to the so-called "two-bounce criteria". This 

requires incident light to be reflected at least twice before reaching the first optical object 

[3]. It is obvious that deeper vane cavities reduce the required number of vanes. 

The multiple reflections can be used both to absorb and diffuse the radiation, or to 

direct specular reflections out of the system. While it is tempting to use specular vane 

cavities to reflect unwanted radiation out of the system [19] specular vane cavities only 

work when the off-axis angle of the stray radiation source is fixed. For those situations 
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where the instrument is illuminated by the unwanted radiation source at an angle other 

than the angle for which the vanes were designed the radiation can be directed deeper 

into the optical system and so make a larger contribution to the scattered light. 

A diffuse vane cavity is coated with a black coating that absorbs some radiation 

and scatters the rest in all directions. The intensity of the scattered radiation falls as the 

inverse square of the distance from the scattering surface, as opposed to the specular 

reflection that does not diminish with the distance from the surface. A diffuse vane cavity 

is also preferred as the alignment of the diffuse vane cavities is less critical than specular 

vane cavities, and because it does not require the off-axis angle of the unwanted source to 

be confined to a single fixed angle. In addition diffuse vanes are also easier to analyze 

with computer programs, since they can be described by a Lambertian BSDF (equation 

(3.13)). 

Minimizing stray light also requires the number of vanes in the baffle structure to 

be optimized. Too many baffles can increase the stray light scattered by the vane tips 

toward the detector. The scattering from vane tips has been found to be a dominant 

source of stray radiation in some optical systems [11]. Very sharp blackened vane tips 

that reduce the effective scattering area are obviously required for good baffle 

performance [6]. Often, the computerized stray light analysis is performed with and 

without vane tips in order to characterize the contribution from the vane tips. 

3.4.5 Minimizing in-field stray light 

If there is a bright source of unwanted radiation within the FOV of the system, or 

if the radiance of the target source changes significantly over its area, in-field stray light 

produced by these brighter sources may interfere with observations of the target sources. 

The effects that usually dominate in the in-field stray light are diffraction, ghost 

reflections and scattering from optical surfaces. Ghost reflections can be minimized by 

using antireflection coatings on the various optically transmitting surfaces; in-field 

scattering can be minimized by using optical components with low rms roughness, low 

scratch/dig numbers, and by preventing contamination of the components and the system 

with dust. 
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3.4.6 Balancing the sources of stray light 

Stray light in real optical systems is usually a combination of a number of effects, 

e.g. diffraction, scattering from vane edges, scattering from other mechanical surfaces, 

scattering from optical surfaces, and ghost reflections. However, one or two of these 

effects may dominate, so that there is little, or no, benefit in decreasing the stray light that 

originates from secondary effects. Indeed, it may be possible to simplify the optical 

design, and so increase the contribution of the stray light from one of these secondary 

effects, without compromising the overall stray light performance. One benefit of a 

computerized stray light analysis is that it allows evaluation of the overall stray light 

performance and can often identify the principal contributors to the system stray light. In 

this way the designer can concentrate on minimizing the impact from the dominant 

effects in order to improve the overall stray light performance. 

3.5 Analysis of stray light performance of optical systems. 

It is usually too expensive to build and test experimental versions of instruments, 

or baffle structures, for stray light performance. Moreover, although stray light testing of 

individual surfaces and parts is a common practice, testing of entire optical assemblies 

that are designed for low stray light rejection ratios can be very difficult or even 

impossible. This is due to both the lower levels under consideration (10-5 - 10-14 for 

systems, compared to 10-4 - le for a single surface BSDF), and to the difficulty of 

locating the sensing probe in the focal plane. Any probe, other than the actual detector, 

disturbs the stray light fluxes. The stray light testing of imaging systems is also 

complicated by the imaging of the background radiance that originates from stray light 

source illumination of any structures outside the instrument, but within the FOV of the 

instrument, or from scattering by the atmosphere (e.g. dust) in front of the instrument. 

Because of the difficulty of experimental stray light characterization, it has 

became a common practice to simulate the stray light performance of optical systems 

with optical simulation software. There are several optical simulation software packages 

presently available on the market that include stray light analysis tools. Some of these 

packages are: 
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1. The OptiCad program from the ZEMAX package produced by Focus Software Inc. 

This is the least expensive program (cost $2600 US), but it has a very limited 

capability to perform stray light analysis. 

2. The LightTools program (with the Core Module, Imaging Path Module and 

Illumination Module) from the CODE V package produced by Optical Research 

Associates (cost $5000 US for a 4-years term lease). CODE V is considered to be the 

most powerful program available for optical design purposes, it includes system 

optimization, tolerancing and environmental analysis. However, the illumination and 

stray light analysis features are not unique and even possess certain limitations; it can 

not handle diffraction effects and stray light analysis at the same time. 

3. The ASAP program from Breault Research Organization. This program (cost $5800 

US) is considered to be the best available program for illumination and stray light 

analysis. The following is the excerpt from the ASAP program description 

[www.breault.com]: "ASAP is the industry standard for stray light analysis. Model 

predictions based on ASAP have agreed with measured results within a factor of two. 

Developed to support sophisticated defense and aerospace-related projects such as the 

Hubble space telescope, missile seekers, and IBSS, ASAP is the best tool to apply to 

any stray light problem. Features include: extensive scatter library; deterministic 

algorithm that gives accurate answers even for small illuminated areas and high 

attenuations; powerful algorithms for computing wide-angle diffraction around edges. 

Used extensively by NASA, ESA, and most aerospace companies around the world, 

ASAP was created by two of the world's leading authorities on stray light analysis, 

Dr. Bob Breault and Alan W. Greynolds." 

Based on the wide acceptance of the ASAP program it has been adopted for the present 

project as it is believed to give the most accurate illumination and stray light analysis of 

the OSIRIS instrument. The ASAP program has been used in the current project as the 

major tool for the computer simulation of the OSIRIS IR imager optical performance. 

Essentially all of the optical computer simulation programs, including ASAP, are 

ray tracing programs. These programs build a computer model of an optical system by 

specifying the spatial and optical properties of each of the optically important surfaces. 
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The optical performance of the system is then analyzed by tracing a number of light rays 

through the system and calculating the light flux at various points, or surfaces, in the 

system (Figure 3.5). Some of these programs (including ASAP) can trace rays in a 

coherent mode and analyze the propagation of the light for both the geometrical 

approximation and for the simulation of diffraction effects. 

Figure 3.5. Example of ray tracing in ASAP program (from ASAP tutorial project). 

Although ASAP has an automatic code builder in its graphical user interface, it is 

essentially a programming language. All rays, system components and their properties 

are characterized by special commands and keywords. Optical properties of the surfaces 

are specified according to the type of analysis required. For example, for the purpose of 

aberration and diffraction analysis, ideal coatings should be used, i.e. 100% transmissive 

optical surfaces and 100% absorptive mechanical surfaces with no scattering; for the 

purpose of ghost image analysis, a certain amount of reflection at the optical surfaces 
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must be defined according to the specifications of the optical elements; for the purpose of 

the stray light analysis, the scattering properties of all surfaces must be defined. 

For the analysis of scattered and stray light, these computer programs use the 

known light scattering characteristics of each surface in the system. These characteristics 

are usually described by the appropriate BSDF function. 

However, no computer program can completely simulate a real instrument, and no 

computer instrument model can completely represent a real instrument with all of its 

possible physical components, properties and effects. Therefore, the limitations of the 

system simulation computer programs and the possible omission of some important 

instrument components or physical effects must be recognized. Thus it is essential that 

the computer model be verified through a comparison with experimental results wherever 

possible. Some verification is possible during the actual computer simulation. For 

example, the results can show certain program artifacts and errors due to an insufficient 

number of traced rays. In order to minimize these program artifacts, it is good practice to 

trace different numbers and patterns of rays (e.g., rectangular grid, polar grid, etc.) and 

check for the consistency of the results. 

One of the limitations of ray tracing software is that it may take a prohibitive 

amount of computer time to perform even a straightforward stray light analysis of an 

optical system with good value of stray light rejection. For example, for a system with a 

normalized detector irradiance (NDI) of the order of 10-10 only one in 1010 rays from an 

off-axis source will reach the detector. In order to get a statistically significant result, at 

least 1012 rays would need to be traced though the system. It may take weeks, or even 

months, of computer time to trace this number of rays for only one off-axis angle. 

In an attempt to decrease the time for stray light analysis, a special method of ray 

tracing has been developed for the out-of-field stray light analysis ([7], [10]). The 

approach is similar to the analysis of the stray light paths as it identifies the critical and 

illuminated objects (see Section 3.4.1). This procedure can be summarized as follows: 

1. All critical surfaces are identified by tracing rays backward from the detector. 

2. All illuminated objects are identified by tracing the rays forward from the source of 

stray radiation through the system. 
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3. The first order (single) scatter stray light paths are identified for objects that are both 

critical and illuminated. 

4. The solid angles of the bundles of rays scattered from the critical surfaces are limited 

so that only light that would scatter from these surfaces directly toward the detector is 

considered. In this way the total number of traced rays is reduced. 

5. A further reduction in computer time is possible by limiting the solid angles of the 

bundles of rays scattered from illuminated surfaces to only those that scatter directly 

toward critical surfaces. 

Although this method allows for significant reduction in the time for stray light 

analysis, the accuracy of the analysis is necessarily reduced as some second-order light 

paths are excluded from the analysis. 

As the preliminary calibration of the OSIRIS IR imager has indicated that it has 

an excellent stray light rejection this limited method has been used for the analysis of the 

IR imager. 
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4 OSIRIS IR Imager Model and Analysis with ASAP 
Software. 

4.1 Introduction 

In order to perform the analysis of the OSIRIS IR imager with the ASAP ray 

tracing software, it is necessary to build a computer model of the instrument. This model 

must necessarily include the geometrical and optical properties of all surfaces of the 

imager, including the enclosure, baffles and stops, lenses, filters and detectors. The 

ASAP code of the ideal IR imager (100% transmissive optical surfaces and 100% 

absorptive mechanical surfaces) is given in Appendix A.1. The 3-dimensional drawing of 

the IR imager generated by this ASAP code was shown in Figure 2.2(a,b). As the three 

channels of the IR imager are optically identical, except for the central wavelengths of 

the transmission bands of the optical filters, the analysis of the entire IR imager can be 

performed with any one of three IR channels. The only difference between the 

performance of the different channels can be in the out-of-field (high off-axis angles) 

scattering, since the central channel is at a different physical location, with respect to the 

enclosure, as compared to the other two channels. 

4.2 Vignetting and tolerancing analysis 

4.2.1 Vignetting analysis 

The first analysis that was made with the IR channel model was a vignetting 

analysis. Usually an optical system includes a defined aperture stop that limits the beam 

aperture in a predictable way. Any other limiting of the beam aperture by elements in the 

system, other than aperture stop, is called vignetting. This effect usually occurs for high 

off-axis angles within the instrument FOV and causes a decrease in the instrument 

sensitivity at these off-axis field angles. The vignetting in the OSIRIS IR imager was 
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detected during the testing of the OSIRIS instrument, and it was important to understand 

the cause of the vignetting and to identify those particular parts and surfaces responsible. 

This is important as it allows an estimate of the tolerance in positioning the 

baffles, stops, lenses and other elements that affect the channel response function and so 

contribute to the vignetting. It also allows the stability of the instrument response 

function over time and during such events as shipping and launch, where high vibration 

levels may change the positions of some elements, to be predicted. This is usually called 

a tolerancing (or sensitivity) analysis. The tolerancing analysis can also help identify 

those parts and at what off-axis angles, that are responsible for vignetting. 

The vignetting analysis was done by tracing beams of parallel rays at various off-

axis angles through the system, determining those surfaces that cut the beam and 

calculating the total illumination of the detector. An example of the on-axis beam traced 

through the central IR channel is shown in Figure 4.1. This figure indicates that for the 

on-axis beam, the element limiting the beam aperture is the aperture stop; this is exactly 

according to the design. However, at high off-axis angles some other surfaces act as 

aperture limiting surfaces. This is apparent from Figure 4.2(a,b) which shows the off-axis 

beam for an off-axis tilt angle of 1.25°. At this off-axis angle the aperture stop no longer 

limits the beam aperture; rather, the lower portion of the beam is vignetted by the 

entrance vane and the upper portion is vignetted by the lens bracket. 

Lens and lens bracket 

Figure 4.1. Ray tracing for the on-axis beam. 
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Figure 4.2. Ray tracing for an off-axis beam (1.25° off-axis). 
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In order to determine the influence of the vignetting effect on the IR channel 

sensitivity, a set of 20 parallel beams with off-axis angles varying from -1° to 2°, with 

respect to the IR channel optical axis, were traced through the ASAP model of the ER 

imager. The flux of each beam at the detector was calculated and the plot of the beam 

flux vs. the off-axis angle (Figure 4.3) describes the vignetting in the IR imager. The 

experimentally measured curves of the irradiance vs. off-axis angle for each of three IR 

channels illuminated by a Lambertian source are also shown for comparison and are seen 

to be in good agreement with the model value. The plot of flux vs. angle is not symmetric 

as the optical axis of the IR imager is tilted with respect to the enclosure, and the 

detectors are also shifted with respect to the channel optical axis. The vignetting effects 

will be handled in the data processing by using the measured flat-field response of each 

of the imager channels. 

I 
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Off-axis angle, degrees 

ASAP model 
Channel 1 experimental 
Channel 2 experimental 
Channel 3 experimental 

Figure 4.3. IR channel sensitivity vs. off-axis beam angle. 
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4.2.2 Tolerancing analysis 

The next step in the vignetting analysis is the tolerancing analysis. The 

tolerancing analysis was made by determining the IR imager sensitivity function with 

respect to positioning of the channel components. Each component was shifted ±0.5 mm 

from its specified position along the Y-axis (see Figure 2.2), and for each component 

position the change in the channel sensitivity function introduced by the shift of the 

component was determined. The actual procedure was the same as that used for the 

vignetting analysis. The results are shown in Figure 4.4 through 4.8 and the following 

parts responsible for vignetting were identified: 

1. There is some vignetting of the lower portion of the beam by the entrance vane for the 

off-axis angles in the range 0.5 - 1.5° (Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.4. Sensitivity of the channel response function over the FOV with respect to the 

shift of the entrance vane in Y direction. 
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2. Shifts of the outer vanes #2, 3, 4, 5, the inner vanes #2, 3 and the calibration stop (see 

Figure 2.2) were found to have no effect on the channel response function and therefore 

do not contribute to vignetting. 
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3. At lower off-axis angles (0-0.5 degrees) the aperture stop was found to be the element 

limiting the beam aperture (see Figure 4.5). This is exactly as required by the design. 
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Figure 4.5. (a) sensitivity of the channel response function over the FOV with respect to 

the shift of the aperture stop in Y direction; (b) limited range of the data 

presented in (a). 
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4. The shifting of the lens and lens bracket assembly was found to have a significant 

effect on the channel response function (see Figure 4.6). However, it is obvious that 

shifting the lens itself only results in moving the image along the detector and thus has 

nothing to do with vignetting. In order to separate the vignetting effect due to the lens 

assembly from the effect of the image shift, it is necessary to model a shift of the lens 

bracket alone without moving the lens (in reality the lens and the lens bracket always 

move together). The results are shown in Figure 4.7(a,b) and indicate that shifting the 

lens bracket does affect the channel response function due to the vignetting of the upper 

portion of the beam at the off-axis angles 0.5-1.5°; however, this effect is less significant 

than that due to the lens shift. Therefore, any shift of the lens and lens bracket assembly 

with respect to the detector will cause a change in the channel response function, 

although the major effect is due to the image shift rather than vignetting. 
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5. The pre-field stop (Figure 2.2(b)) does not contribute to the vignetting if it is located in 

the design position, however it does vignette at off-axis angles in the range 1.6-1.7° when 

shifted ±0.5 mm (see Figure 4.8). 
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Figure 4.8. Sensitivity of the channel response function over the FOV with respect to the 

shift of the pre-field stop in Y direction. 

The analysis also indicated that a shift of any element in the X or Z direction does 

not affect the channel response function, although a shift of the aperture stop in the Z 

direction does introduce a variation in the channel response function. This change is 

similar to that shown in Figure 4.5. 

It is concluded from this vignetting and tolerancing analysis that for lower off-

axis angles, 0-0.5°, the beam aperture is limited by the aperture stop. At higher off-axis 

angles, 0.5-1.5°, the lower portion of the beam is vignetted by the entrance vane and the 

higher portion of the beam is vignetted by the lens bracket. The pre-field stop also 

contributes to the vignetting at off-axis angles between 1.6° and 1.7°. The tolerancing 

analysis also showed that the channel sensitivity function depends on the positioning of 

all elements that are responsible for the vignetting and beam aperture limiting; the 

aperture stop, the entrance vane, the lens and lens bracket assembly, and the pre-field 
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stop. However, the positioning of the lens and lens bracket assembly has the most 

significant effect on the channel response function, although, as noted previously, this 

effect is mainly due to the image shift rather than vignetting. 

4.3 In-field image deterioration and stray light analysis. 

It was noted in Section 3.2 that there are a number of different effects that 

contribute to image deterioration in optical systems: 

1. Diffraction effects and geometrical aberrations that cause the image blur. 

2. Ghost images that are formed by reflection from the transparent optical 

surfaces. 

3. The scattering of light from transparent or reflecting optical surfaces due to 

surface roughness and contamination; this effect is usually significant for off-

axis beam angles within the FOV. Overall this effect introduces an image blur 

that is similar to that from diffraction and aberrations and is referred to as an 

in-field scatter. 

4. The scattering of light from nontransparent surfaces, such as the instrument 

enclosure, stops, vanes and optical element holders. The surfaces of these 

elements are usually painted black in order to minimize the scattering of light 

within the instrument. However, as all black paints have some residual 

reflectance, there is some illumination of the detector even if the off-axis 

angle of the incident beam is beyond the instrument FOV. This effect is 

referred to as an out-of-field scatter. 

The first three effects are important for light incident within the instrument FOV, and the 

fourth is appreciable only for higher off-axis angles that are beyond the instrument FOV. 

The complete image deterioration, scattering and stray light analysis for the IR imager 

was made in the ASAP program with the computer model of the imager. 

4.3.1 Diffraction and geometrical aberrations analysis. 

As the IR imager includes an imaging element, there will be some geometrical 

aberration in the focal plane. The easiest way to analyze the geometrical aberrations with 
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the ASAP ray tracing software is to trace a grid of parallel rays through the imager and 

generate the spot diagram of those rays that hit the detector. An example of this type of 

spot diagram is shown on Figure 4.9. This diagram shows that the spot size in the 

detector plane is smaller than one pixel (0.05x0.10 mm) in the detector array. 

0.1 
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Figure 4.9. Geometrical aberrations: spot diagram for an on-axis ray bundle. 

For an off-axis beam propagating through the system, a certain amount of the 

radiant energy is diffracted towards the detector, even though the focal point of this beam 

may be outside the detector. This effect also contributes stray light to the system and can 

be characterized by the diffraction PSF. 

The diffraction PSF can be calculated by tracing a bundle of coherent off-axis 

rays through the system, and determining the flux incident on the detector vs. the 

coordinates in the detector plane. This procedure generates the PSF that is due to both 

aberrations and diffraction. The combined PSF for the IR imager is shown in Figures 

4.10(a,b,c). The PSF function is expressed in arbitrary flux units and must be normalized 

in order to comply with the PSF function definition given in Section 3.2. Thus, the PSF 

functions generated by the ASAP program have been termed unnormalized PSF 

functions. 
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Figure 4.10(a). Diffraction/aberrations PSF vs. Y coordinate along the detector. 
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Figure 4.10(b). Diffraction/aberrations PSF vs. off-axis angle in the Y coordinate 

direction. 
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Figure 4.10(c). Diffraction/aberration PSF". The false colour scale used in this figure, 

and in the others, is a logarithmic scale. 

4.3.2 Ghost image analysis. 

Ghost images in optical systems originate from unwanted reflections of light from 

transmitting surfaces that have a nonzero reflection coefficient. In order to make a ghost 

image analysis of the IR channel with the ASAP program, it is necessary to assign 

reflection properties to all optical surfaces. The IR imager specifications indicate that 

both optical surfaces of the lenses and the front surface of the interference filters have 

antireflection coatings with a 0.5% reflection coefficient (typical value for an AR coating, 

see [25] and [26]). The back multilayer coating of the interference filter has a 

transmission of 0.7 and a reflection of 0.05 at the peak wavelength. The detector is 

modeled as an uncoated InGaAs plate with refractive index 3.5 at the 1.27 p,m 

wavelength. The true values of the reflection coefficients for the detector, filter and lens 

surfaces are unknown, as they have not been measured. Therefore, the results of the ghost 

image analysis can only be considered as estimates. 

This is the ASAP generated plot. The ASAP output is fixed and the plotting format can not be changed. 
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The results of the ghost image ray tracing through the ER imager with the ASAP 

program are shown in Figure 4.11(a,b). These results represent the ghost rays that 

originate from a single paraxial ray that is tilted 0.1 degree off-axis. 

Figure 4.11(a). Detector plane irradiance created by ghost images for a single input ray. 
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Figure 4.11(b). Detector plane irradiance created by ghost images for a single input ray. 
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However, for a beam or a bundle of rays, that are propagated through the IR 

imager, each ray creates its own pattern of ghost images, and the total pattern of ghost 

images is the result of the superposition of the ghost images from the individual rays. The 

ghost images created by a parallel beam were simulated by tracing a square grid of 15x15 

parallel rays, tilted 0.1 degree off-axis, through the IR imager. The results of these ray 

traces are shown in Figure 4.12 and 4.13(a,b). 

mi l te , • 

1 

ri 

Figure 4.12. Detector plane irradiance created by ghost images for a bundle of rays. 
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Figure 4.13(a). Detector plane irradiance created by ghost images for a bundle of rays 

(plot vs. Y coordinate). 
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Figure 4.13(b). Detector plane irradiance created by ghost images for a bundle of rays 

(plot vs. off-axis angle in the Y coordinate direction). 
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This analysis indicates that the dominant cause of ghost images is multiple 

reflections between the detector and filter back surfaces. It is apparent in Figure 4.12 that 

the primary beam forms an image (group of red dots) on a small part of the detector that 

is characteristic of the geometric aberrations. The first group of ghost images that 

originated from the beam reflected from the detector surface and then reflected back from 

the filter surface is shown by yellow dots. The second group of ghost images that 

originated from a double reflection between the detector surface and the filter surface is 

shown by light blue dots. The ghost images that originated from other higher orders of 

reflections are shown by the dark blue dots. 

According to this mechanism for the ghost reflections, any beams that enter the IR 

imager at angles beyond the system FOV cannot create ghost images. In this case the 

primary beam does not reach the detector and so cannot be reflected from the detector 

surface. However, even for off-axis angles beyond the system FOV, ghost images that 

originate from reflections between the lens and filter surfaces may still exist. The ASAP 

analysis shows (see Figure 4.14(a,b)) that, while these ghost images exist, they are only 

incident on the detector plane outside the region of the actual detector. A close analysis of 

the results from the ASAP program indicates that the detector is not illuminated for off-

axis angles less than —1.1 and greater than 2 degrees in the Y axis direction, although off-

axis beams with the angles between —1.1 and —0.7 degrees do create very faint ghost 

images with a magnitude of about 1 of the primary beam image irradiance on the lower 

edge of the detector, see Figure 4.15(a,b). (The actual area of the detector is from —1.975 

to 4.225 mm along in the Y axis, and ±0.05 mm along the Z axis, and the actual FOV 

is from -0.7 to 1.58 degrees along the Y axis direction, see Figure 4.4). 
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Figure 4.14(a). Ghost images on the detector plane created by the beam incident 2 

degrees off-axis. 
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Figure 4.14(b). Ghost images on the detector plane created by the beam incident 2 

degrees off-axis (plot). 
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Figure 4.15(a). Ghost images on the detector plane created by the beam incident —1.1°

off-axis (plot). 
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Figure 4.15(b). Ghost images on the detector plane created by the beam incident —0.8°

off-axis (plot). 
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4.3.3 In-field scattering analysis. 

In-field scattering by polished optical surfaces is characterized by the BSDF 

function (see Section 3.3). Typical BSDF functions for ZnSe surfaces at a wavelength of 

1.27 gm were shown in Figure 3.3. The ASAP software provides an analysis of the in-

field scattering by assigning a BSDF function to each optical surface. The BSDF can be 

specified by assigning a value of BSDF at a specific pivot angle Op= 0.573 degrees (refer 

to equation (3.14)). The in-field scattering analysis of the IR channel was performed for a 

typical BSDF value 2.5 sterad-1 at k=1.27 gm and Op= 0.573 degrees for the ZnSe lens. 

The scattering from the front optical surface of the IR filter can be neglected, in 

comparison with the scattering from the ZnSe lens, as the filter is located close to the 

detector and the scattered radiation cannot illuminate pixels far from its origin. The back 

surface of the interference filter is a multilayer coating that can produce much more 

scattering than a single layer coating or a bare surface. However, the scattering from a 

filter multilayer surface depends on the coating materials, the number of layers and the 

technology used in the coating deposition, and can not be predicted. For these reasons the 

scattering from the multilayer filter coating was neglected. However, if needed this 

scattering can be included empirically. 

The results of the infield scattering analysis are shown in Figures 4.16(a,b) and 

4.17. It should be noted that these results are only valid for clean surfaces. If there is a 

dust contaminating a surface (e.g. during the launch or operation in space), the total 

scattering can be significantly increased. This contamination is difficult to predict 

theoretically, but can be included if experimental data on the surface contamination 

become available. 
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Figure 4.16(a). Detector plane irradiance created by in-field scattering (plot vs. Y 

coordinate). 
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Figure 4.16(b). Detector plane irradiance created by in-field scattering (plot vs. off-axis 

angle in the Y coordinate direction). 
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Figure 4.17. Detector plane irradiance created by in-field scattering (image on the 
f ,7m 

detector plane). 

4.3.4 Total in-field image deterioration 

All three effects studied above (diffraction and aberrations, ghost images, in-field 

scattering) described previously contribute to the image deterioration at low off-axis 

angles within the FOV. pe total, unnormalized, PSF - PSF,„,a(a)- can be approximated *fliT w 

as a convolution of the PSF of the individual effects: 

if/2 if/2 

15,514"„,,„1 (a) = f PSFd _ aberr 0 91)P  SF  gho„ (a —19, —02 ) PSF„„,(152 )ctdid02 , (4.1) 
-if/2 -if/2 

where PSFOm. _aberr (a) is the PSF due to diffraction and aberration determined in 
et 

Section 4.3.1. 

PSFg os ,(a) is the PSF due to ghost reflections determined in Section 4.3.2. 

fSF„„,(a) is the PSF due to in-field scattering determined in Section 4.3.3. 
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It is apparent from Figure 4.18, which summarizes the results shown in Figure 

4.11(b), Figure 4.13(b) and Figure 4.16(b), that the contributions from the different 

effects are similar so no single effect is completely dominant. This means that the optical 

design of the IR imager is well balanced in terms of in-field scattering, and satisfies the 

criterion for optimized stray light design (Section 3.4.6). The total, unnormalized, PSF 

calculated as a convolution of individual PSFs is shown in Figure 4.19. The dependence 

of the unnormalized PSF on the off-axis angle of incidence has been neglected. 
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Figure 4.18. Comparison of the aberration/diffraction PSF, ghost image PSF, and in-field 

scattering PSF. 
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Figure 4.19. The total unnormalized in-field PSF as a convolution of the 

aberration/diffraction PSF, ghost image PSF, and in-field scattering PSF. 

In some cases second order effects, such as diffraction, aberrations and scattering 

from ghost reflections, can cause a departure of the total PSF from the convolution 

(equation (4.1)) of the individual PSF functions. In this situation it is necessary to 

undertake a complete ray tracing with all effects included. It is possible, in principle, to 

perform the complete in-field image deterioration analysis in ASAP with all of the 

mentioned effects. However, the tracing of a significant number of the rays created by 

ghost reflections and scattering in the coherent mode, in order to simulate the total PSF, 

takes a prohibitive amount of computer time. For the OSIRIS IR imager, however, the 

ghost reflections are approximately three orders of magnitude less intensive than the 

primary beam (see Figure 4.13), and therefore the effects of diffraction, aberrations and 

scattering from ghost reflections can be neglected and the total PSF approximated by the 

convolution of the PSFs of the individual effects (equation 4.1). 

The PSF of the OSIRIS ER imager (Figure 4.21) was measured during the 

calibration and characterization of the ODIN satellite instrument. As the detector signal 

to noise ratio of the measurements was quite low, approximately 50 at the peak, only 

those pixels close to the focal point represent the valid PSF data. However, the ASAP 

simulated PSF cannot be directly compared with this experimental PSF data, as the 
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measurements represent the optical flux averaged over the pixel area. Thus, the 

experimental PSF is a convolution of the optical PSF with the detector array spatial 

response function, i.e. 

R det (V) = Boxcar(9, A pixel) , (4.2) 

where Boxcar(9, A) = ci(9 + A / 2)— o-(9 — A/ 2) is a boxcar function with the width A; 

a(v) is the Heaviside step function; 

A p,xel = 0.02° is the width of the pixel expressed in terms of off-axis angle. 

In order to compare the ASAP simulated PSF with the measured PSF, it is necessary to 

convolve the total ASAP simulated PSF, PSFrota j(Angle) determined from equation (4.1), 

with the detector array spatial response function Rder(co): 

+.r/2 

P  SF  total _conv(9) = J R det ( t/1 ) . P SF tow,(9 —iv) . dyi 
—rI2 

(4.3) 

The comparison of the measured PSF with the computer simulated and convolved PSF is 

shown on Figure 4.21, and it is clear that there is a good agreement between the 

experimental and ASAP simulated data. This also confirms the validity of the computer 

model of the IR imager. 
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Figure 4.20.Experimentally obtained PSF of the OSIRIS IR imager. 
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Figure 4.21. Comparison of experimental and computer simulated PSF. 

0.04 

In order for the PSF to be a useful measure for the image deterioration evaluation, 

it must be normalized so that it complies with the equation (3.1). This normalization can 

be done using energy conservation. The light power entering the system is 

P n = I 011 (a0, fi0 ) • S,„ = B,„ (a0, 130 ) • dS2 • Sin , (4.4) 

where Sin is the instrument entrance aperture area and the other parameters are as defined 

in Section 3.2. This incident light power is equal to the power on the detector (equation 

(4.4)) if transmission losses can be neglected: 

if I (x, y) hcdy = ff4(a0,110 ) • I c P det • PSFunn„m(x, Y ,ao, /60) • dxdY = (4-5) 
detector _ area detector _ area 

where lc is the unknown normalization coefficient and PSFunnorn, (x, y,a0,)60) is

unnormalized PSF. Therefore if Pin=-Pdet 

Sin = s  (4.6) 

HPSF„„,,or„, (x, y, a, ,16o) • dxdy 
detector _ area 

For the IR imager the unnormalized PSF (Figure 4.19) is axially symmetric and can be 

expressed in terms of the off-axis angle 9 that is equal to rIF, where F is the focal length 
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of the imaging objective and r is the distance from the focal point to the detector pixel of 

interest. The dependence of the unnormalized PSF on the off-axis angle of the incident 

radiation a 0, /30 has been neglected. In this case the normalization coefficient and the 

normalized PSF can be calculated according to the equation (4.7) and (4.8) 

K = 
s in Su, 

(4.7) rma„27r rmax 

o o 
PSFunnorm[0(r)] • r • drd0 2re f PSFunn„,..[0(r)] • r • dr 

PSFnonn (9) K PSFunnonn (0)= 
Sin • PSFunnorm 

(4.8) = • 
rinax 

2,r PSFunnorm[0(r)]• r • dr 
0 

The normalized PSF calculated from equation (4.8) is shown in Figure 4.22(a,b). 
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Figure 4.22(a). The total normalized in-field PSF (not convolved with the detector array 

spatial response function). 
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Figure 4.22(b). The total normalized in-field PSF (convolved with the detector array 

spatial response function). 

4.4 Out-of-field stray light analysis. 

4.4.1 Out-of-field scattering analysis. 

As discussed in Section 3.2, only diffraction and scattering from non-transparent 

surfaces usually contribute to the stray light for the off-axis angles beyond the FOV of 

the optical system. 

In order to simulate the scattering from non-transparent surfaces in the ASAP 

program, this includes scattering from the instrument enclosure, vanes, optical 

component holders and other mechanical parts, the scattering properties of these surfaces 

must be assigned in the ASAP model of the IR imager. The other scattering effects, such 

as diffraction, ghost reflections and scattering from optical surfaces, must be disabled. All 

nontransparent surfaces in the IR imager are coated with Orlando Black optical paint that 

has a total reflectivity p,---0.5% in the 1.27 pm wavelength region (see Section 3.4.3). 

It was shown in Section 3.4.4 that the scattering from vane tips can be the 

dominant source of stray radiation in some optical systems. Many researchers have found 

that if the vane tips are directly visible to the detector, stray light that is diffusely 
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scattered from the finite width of the vane tips can be a major component of the scattered 

light. It can even dominate other stray light scattering effects and very sharp blackened 

vane tips are required for satisfactory baffle performance [6]. Lewis and co-workers [27] 

have made an experimental study of the scattering from vane tips by applying different 

black paints and attempting to minimize the vane tip edge radii. Surprisingly, their work 

indicated that there is little difference in scattering between different paints and between 

different thickness of the paint layers on the vane tips. This can be attributed to the fact 

that increasing the paint thickness decreases the reflection, but at the same time increases 

the tip radius. 

As the total scatter from the baffle vane edges is proportional to surface area, it is 

important that this area be minimized. The radius of the vane tips depends on the 

particular manufacturing technology, e.g. accuracy of machining, finishing or electro-

polishing technology used. Typical values of the vane edges radius can be found in the 

literature. Stauder and co-workers [5] have measured the tips of vane edges and 

determined that a radius of 50 µm was appropriate for their out-of-field stray light 

analysis. Vane tips radius measurements made by Leinert [11] suggest that the value is 

100 gm. In both cases the value is small and not easily measured. 

Frequently the stray light analysis is performed both with and without vane tips in 

order to characterize the contribution from the vane tips. This approach was the one used 

in the present work. The out-of field stray light analysis was made in the ASAP program 

with three models of the IR imager: IR imager with no vane tips, IR imager with 50 pm 

radius vane tips, and IR imager with 10 pm radius vane tips. The last model with a 10 pm 

radius vane tip was included in order to estimate the potential improvement in stray light 

performance through the use of sharper vane tips. Each of these models was analyzed 

with the total reflectivity of the surfaces coatings set to p=0.5% in order to simulate the 

Orlando Black coating, and p=5% to simulate regular black anodized aluminum. 

It was found from a series of trial runs of the out-of-field analysis that the number 

of rays that must be traced for acceptable statistics is of the order of 2,000,000. This 

requires approximately one day of Pentium 400 MHz computer time for a single off-axis 

angle and would imply approximately one year for the compete analysis. To improve the 

analysis performance the method described in Section 3.5 was followed. The solid angles 
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of the bundles of rays scattered from the back surfaces of the vanes (critical objects) were 

limited so as to consider only light that would scatter from these surfaces directly towards 

the detector. The ratio of the detector illumination, by the scattered light, to the 

illumination of the entrance area was calculated for the off-axis angles from 0 to 55 

degrees in order to determine the NDI function (section 3.2). The actual ASAP code for 

the out-of-field scattering analysis of the IR imager is given in Appendix A.2. The results 

of these calculations are shown in Figure 4.23(a,b,c). 

These results demonstrate that scattering from vane tips dominates the total out-

of-field scattering for angles greater than 10°, for the case of p=0.5%, while for p=5% the 

contribution from vane tips is of the same order of magnitude as the scattering from other 

surfaces for the angles greater than 2°. The dependence of the NDI on the vane tips 

curvature is more pronounced in the case of lower total reflectivity, as the scattering from 

the vane tips is a first order scattering (light scattered once) and is proportional to the 

scattering coefficient, while scattering from other surfaces is mostly second and higher 

order scattering and so is proportional to at least the square of the scattering coefficient. 
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Figure 4.23(a). Out-of-field scattering NDI for the total reflection of the black coating 

p=5%. 
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Figure 4.23(b). Out-of-field scattering NDI for the total reflection of the black coating 

p=0.5%. 
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Figure 4.23(c). Scattering NDI for small off-axis angles and for the total reflection of the 

black coating p=0.5%. 
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An important source of scattered light for off-axis angles less than 2° is apparent 

in Figure 4.23(c). Although this light cannot be formally classified as an out-of-field 

scattering, the scattering from non-transparent surfaces can be calculated for in-field off-

axis angles and so contribute to the in-field scattered light. The NDI values at these small 

angles increase to 10-4-10-5 (see Figure 4.23(c)). The source of this intense stray light is 

a lens bracket (see Figure 4.24(a)). One of the surfaces of the lens bracket is both a 

critical and illuminated surface (see Section 3.4.1), and its illuminated area is relatively 

large (as compared with the vane tips that are also critical illuminated surfaces). The lens 

bracket is only illuminated at off-axis angles between 0.5 and 2.3 degrees, it is screened 

from the incoming radiation by the vane structure for the angles greater than 2.3 degrees, 

and by the aperture stop for angles less than 0.5 degrees. This explains why the NDI 

maximum (Figure 4.23(c)) is limited to angles in the range 0.5-2.3 degrees. The direct 

proportionality of the NDI values to the total reflectivity coefficient p at these angles (see 

Figure 4.23(a,b)) also indicates that this maximum originates from a first order scattering, 

i.e. from an illuminated critical object. This source of stray light from the lens bracket 

could be avoided by increasing the diameter of the lens and lens bracket aperture and 

placing an additional vane directly in front of the lens bracket (Fig 4.24(b)), or by tilting 

the critical surface of the lens bracket (Figure 4.24(c)). 

Illuminated 
critical surface 
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Lens 

Lens bracket 
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Additional vane 

Figure 4.24. (a) - Lens bracket as a critical illuminated object; (b),(c) — possible ways to 

eliminate scattering from the lens bracket. 
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4.4.2 Out-of-field diffraction analysis and total out-of-field stray light. 

Geometrical optics is able to describe the propagation of light in free space unless 

the light encounters an obstacle. Geometrical optics predicts that an obstacle would 

produce a sharp shadow. However experiment shows that in reality there are dark bands 

in the illuminated region and bright bands in the shadowed area. This deviation from the 

rules of geometrical optics is called diffraction. Figure 4.25 illustrates a diffraction of 

light from a sharp edge. 

Incident light 

Obstacle 

Illumination 

Screen 

Figure 4.25. Diffraction of light from a sharp edge. 

, V 

As noted previously (Section 3.4.2) diffraction can be the dominant stray light 

source of the out-of-field stray light ([3], [7]). Therefore, the stray light contribution from 

diffraction in the OSIRIS IR imager must also be evaluated. 

In principle, the ASAP program can perform the ray tracing in the coherent mode 

and so simulate the diffraction effects. The actual technique used in the ASAP program 

involves the decomposition of the beam flux distribution into an array of Gaussian 
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beams, this is equivalent to the Gabor representation of the field [28]. In this way the 

radiation field is analyzed in the coherent mode and decomposed into a set of Gaussian 

beams at each aperture-limiting surface through the system. However, even with this 

approach the out-of-field diffraction analysis of complex optical systems with multiple 

aperture-limiting surfaces is extremely difficult and requires a prohibitive amount of 

computer time. 

A number of other methods for the stray light diffraction analysis have been 

developed ([29], [7]). The simplest method, appropriate to the evaluation of the out-of-

field diffraction for optical systems with a single imaging element, uses the far-field 

approximation of Fraunhofer diffraction for a circular aperture (e.g. the system entrance 

aperture) described by the Airy formula 

P SF —L2Ji(ki) 
• sin(v) / 2) 2

(4.9) diffr kD • sin(v) I 2 

where k=2 A is the propagation constant, X is the wavelength of radiation, 

is the off-axis angle, 

D is the diameter of the entrance aperture, 

J1 is the first-order Bessel function. 

This approximation assumes that the out-of-field off-axis angles are much larger than the 

angular radius of the first Airy disk, co=1.22.11D, and that the typical detector area is 

much larger than the spacing between consecutive diffraction Airy rings. In this way the 

Airy function can be approximated for large angles and averaged over the rings [29]. This 

approximation simplifies the diffraction analysis and gives the following equation for the 

off-axis diffraction NDI (see Appendix B): 

• cos(9 +7t- / 4) 
NDI (9) = (4.10) 

47z-2(F Itt)2 D[sin(00)]3

where F/# is the F-number of the beam at the first field stop; for the OSIRIS IR imager 

this is equal to the ratio of the lens focal length to the diameter of the aperture stop. For 

the OSIRIS IR imager the angular diameter of the first Airy disc is 90=/.2.2.1/D = 3.4-10-3

degrees, so that the approximation (4.10) is valid for out-of-field angles more than 1 

degree (Section 4.2.1). As the OSIRIS IR imager has the entrance vane tilted by 45° with 
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respect to the optical axis, a factor cos(9+7#4) is included in equation (4.10) in order to 

account for the decrease of the flux through the entrance vane. 

The contribution to the out-of-field stray light from diffraction at large off-axis 

angles was evaluated, in MathCad, using the equation (4.10) (see Appendix C). The 

results are shown in Figure 4.26. As the entrance vane is tilted by 45 degrees, light from 

the off-axis sources at angles greater than 45 degrees cannot enter the IR imager, so that 

the cut-off of both NDI curves at 45 degrees is expected. The comparison of the 

diffraction and scattering NDI given in Figure 4.26 shows that the stray light from 

diffraction is much larger than the stray light from non-transparent surface scattering at 

all off-axis angles. This includes the angles between 0.5 and 2.3 degrees where the peak 

in the surface scattering NDI is located. Thus, the stray light from non-transparent surface 

scattering can be neglected, and the total out-of-field stray light NDI can be represented 

by the diffraction NDI. This also means that the stray light due to the lens bracket and 

vane tips, discussed in Section 4.1.1, is not a major contributor to the stray light in the 

OSIRIS IR imager. 

It is also of value to estimate the uniformity of the detector illumination due to 

out-of-field scattering. If the illumination is nonuniform it will create an irregular pattern 

on the detector that is probably dependent on the particular geometry of the out-of-field 

sources, and will therefore be very difficult to predict and so compensate. However, if it 

is uniform, there is only a constant offset in the detector signal and this can be 

compensated in the data processing algorithm. For the OSIRIS IR imager the diffraction 

mechanism creates an oscillatory fringe-like Airy-ring pattern on the detector, with a 

period approximately equal to 99=1.22,11D, 3.4.10 degrees. As this fringe period is 

approximately one-tenth of the angular size of the detector pixel, the flux oscillations due 

to the fringe pattern are averaged over the pixel area and the signal due to the out-of-field 

stray light is relatively uniform over the detector area. 
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Figure 4.26. Out-of-field diffraction NDI compared with scattering NDI. 
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5 Evaluation of the IR Imager Measurement Error Due to the 
Stray Light. 

5.1 Introduction 

The primary objective of the present work is to estimate the error in the IR imager 

orbital measurements that originates from all sources of image deterioration, including in-

field and out-of-field effects. The in-field image deterioration, characterized by the total 

normalized system PSF and the out-of-field image deterioration, characterized by the 

stray light NDI have been discussed in Chapter 4. In this chapter the measurement error 

due to image deterioration and interfering radiation sources is determined for both in-

field and out-of-field sources. 

5.2 IR imager measurement error due to the in-field image deterioration. 

For the case of in-field sources the real image on the detector plane is related to 

the object brightness and the in-field normalized system PSF according to equation (3.5). 

The in-field source scene includes both the vertical profile of the atmosphere and a small 

part of the Earth's surface. As the vertical FOV of the IR imager is only 110 km, in terms 

of the target dimensions, the curvature of the Earth's surface and atmospheric layers in 

the direction perpendicular to the IR imager optical axis can be neglected and the 

brightness of the target considered as a one-dimensional function of the vertical 

coordinate. Since the entire spacecraft will nod to allow the OSIRIS Optical Spectrometer 

to obtain the intensity and spectral distribution of the atmospheric radiation versus 

altitude, the optical axis of the IR imager will sweep through a range of tangent altitudes 

from 10 to 60 km. In order to estimate the illumination of the Earth's surface that is seen 

by the IR imager it is necessary to determine the angle between the solar vector and the 

orbit axis. It is frequently stated that as Odin is in a sun-synchronous orbit with an 

ascending node at 1800LT, this angle is 0° (i.e. the orbit is perpendicular with respect to 

the direction to the Sun). However, this angle can vary within the range ±30°. Thus it is 
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necessary to consider two limiting cases aorb=30° and aorb=0°. Further, in order to make 

the problem tractable the illumination of the Earth's surface due to the light emitted and 

scattered by the atmosphere is neglected and the surface albedo is assumed to be 

constant. For these assumptions the brightness of the target (Earth limb) visible to the IR 

imager, including the atmospheric airglow and the Sunlight scattered by both the 

atmosphere and the Earth surface is given by: 

• 
Bin (h)= Bahn (h)+[1— 6(h)])] I Sun • A filt • A -arth Sin(a orb )

27c 
(5.1) 

where B nr,n (h) is the atmospheric daytime limb brightness profile in the 1.27 pm 

region [1] (see also Figure 2.2.); 

/son X300 W/(m21.tm) is the spectral irradiance of the Earth' surface by Sunlight 

at 1.27 gm [30]; 

Afib •-.10-2 pm is the IR imager filter bandwidth; 

A Earth X0.35 is the Earth surface albedo; 

aorb (30° or 0°) is the angle of the orbit axis with respect to the direction to the 

Sun (orbit-solar angle); 

cr(h) is the Heaviside step function. 

It is assumed in equation (5.1) that the Earth surface acts as a Lambertian surface that 

scatters the incident sunlight uniformly into the hemispheric solid angle 2n. The variation 

of the Earth limb brightness predicted from equation (5.1) for a orb =30° is shown in 

Figure 5.1, and the computer simulated image of the Earth limb for a orb =30°, as seen 

from the IR imager detector plane, is shown in Figure 5.2. 

In the case of one-dimensional symmetry of the target brightness, and one-

dimensional detector array, equation (3.5) can be simplified to: 

Vma. 

' Infield (a) = f PSF (a — a o, flo) • Bin[h(a0 )]• dao • (5.2) 

where irnfierd(a) is the detector illumination created by the in-field radiation sources; 

a is the view angle in the vertical direction (along the detector array) with respect 

to the IR imager optical axis; 
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fi is the view angle in the horizontal direction (across the detector array) with 

respect to the IR imager optical axis; 

PSF (a, fi) = PSF,,„, [9(a, fi)]= PSF n„,[ \ + fi2 ] , where PSF,„n„(9) is the 

total normalized in-field PSF of the IR imager according to equation (4.8); 

h(a) = haw, + Li, • tan(a) , where kAi, =10, 30 or 60 km is the tangent altitude of the 

IR imager optical axis, and L1s=2587 km is the distance between the Earth 

limb and the satellite; 

9,„„, =1.8° is the maximum view angle of the IR imager (see Figure 4.3). 

100 

„ss 50 

-50 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 

Brightness, Mil(mA2*sterad) 

Figure 5.1. Earth limb brightness profile visible to the IR imager for a„th =30°, including 

the atmospheric airglow and Sunlight scattered from the atmosphere and the 

Earth surface. 
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Figure 5.2. Computer simulated image of the Earth limb for a orb =30°, as seen from the IR 

imager detector plane. 

The function iin-fiefrda) defined in equation (5.2) was calculated in Mathcad (see 

Appendix C) for three values of h =10, 30 and 60 km. The corresponding systematic 

measurement error can be expressed as a relative difference between the detector 

illumination created by the in-field radiation sources and the original brightness of these 

sources. The appropriate equation is: 

I  Infield (a (h)) • kn — (h) 
A Infield (h) = (5.3) 

B ,„(h) 

where kn is the scaling (normalizing) coefficient that is defined as 

k Bin (h re ) 
n 

I  Infield ( a ( h  ref)) 

where href is a reference tangent altitude within the FOV, e.g. h Yef =  50 km. The relative 

measurement error has been calculated for three values of k w., (10, 30 and 60 km) and the 

results are shown in Figure 5.3. The fact that the values of the relative measurement error 

are almost equal for different values of the optical axis altitude !taxis indicates that the 

influence of light from the Earth' surface on the image of the atmospheric airglow is 

negligible. This figure also shows that the relative measurement error increases with 

tangent altitude; this effect, which can be a significant problem for limb imaging, is due 

to the decrease in airglow brightness with altitude above the limb peak. 

(5.4) 
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Figure 5.3. The relative measurement error due to in-field image deterioration as a 

function of tangent altitude. 

5.3 IR imager measurement error due to the out-of-field stray light 

For the case of out-of-field stray light, the total illumination of the detector 

created by the out-of-field sources is related to the brightness of the out-of-field sources 

and the out-of-field NDI as defined by equation (3.9). In order to calculate the total 

illumination of the detector due to the out-of-field sources, it is necessary to estimate the 

brightness of the Earth's surface as a function of the off-axis angles a and fi (the view 

angles in the vertical and horizontal direction with respect to the IR imager optical axis). 

As noted previously, the illumination of the Earth's surface depends on the angle of the 

orbit axis with respect to the direction to the sun, a„,,, , and so only the limiting cases 

aorh =30° and 04„b=0° have been considered. 

The brightness of the Earth's surface illuminated by the sunlight and observed by 

the IR imager from space can be estimated as follows. The geometry for the observation 
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is shown in Figure 5.4, where 

rp (the first integration variable) is the distance from the center of the Earth to the 

infinitesimal Earth's surface element dS projected onto the observation plane 

(the observation plane is the plane orthogonal to the IR imager optical axis); 

(the second integration variable) is the view angle in the horizontal direction 

(across the detector array) with respect to the IR imager optical axis; 

RE=6378 km is the radius of the Earth; 

haws =10, 30 or 60 km is the tangent altitude of the IR imager optical axis; 

Horbit =600 km is the altitude of the ODIN satellite orbit with respect to the Earth 

surface; 

aorb =300 or 0° is the angle between the orbit axis and the sun; 

7= arcsin 
R E -Fhaxis

RE + Horbit 
is the angle between the IR imager optical axis and the 

direction from the satellite to the center of the Earth; 

( 

a o = r—arctan rp • cos(A) 

R Horbit 
.‘/ R  2 rp2 

is the view angle in the vertical direction 

(along the detector array) with respect to the IR imager optical axis; 

L =V r p 2 -F(RE -FHorbit — 11R2 — r2 )2 is the distance from the satellite to the Earth 

surface element dS. 

If the Earth surface is considered to be a Lambertian scattering surface, the 

brightness of the infinitesimal element of the surface dS, as observed by IR imager, 

depends only on the angle Oman between the surface element normal and the direction of 

the sunlight wave propagation vector, i.e. it does not depend on the angle between the 

surface element normal and the direction from the surface element to the observation 

point. Therefore, the brightness of the Earth's surface B Earth (rp , 130 ) is given by: 

B  Earth(r p ,  13 0) = 

ISun • Afi/t • A • r 2 — aorb Earth • p • cos(— 130) 
I  Sun •  flit • AEarth • COS(Oilium )  

2ir 2'VRE 
(5.5) 
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where 'sun 300 W/(m211m) is the spectral irradiance of the Earth' surface due to .."..:: 

sunlight [30]; 

Afill ...--, 10-2 gm is the IR imager filter bandwidth; 

AEarth •=-. 0.35 is the Earth surface albedo; 

011um is the angle between the surface element normal and the direction of the 

solar vector. 

The total illumination of the detector due to stray light that originates from the 

Earth's surface radiance can be calculated according to the general expression for stray 

light (equation (3.9)): 

Il _s„ay = f NDI(114(4, + )3:  ) • B Ea„„(rp, fio)• c/S2 
2,r 

(5.6) 

Figure 5.4. Geometry of the OSIRIS observations showing an infinitesimal element of the 

Earth surface illuminated by the sunlight and observed by the IR imager. 
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r • dr • dfin
In the present case  

L2
= P - and the detector illumination is given by: 

R 7r- f;rb r • dr • dfi 
I = NDI(Va02 +1602 )• z_Stray Earth(rp 5 PO) p p 0 

1,20 —aorb 

R tr-aorb

=J J  NDI 
0 —aorb 

(5.7) 

( 

arcsin 
RE haws

RE + Horbit 

arctan 

71-
• — — I  Sun A  filt • A  rp cos( 2Earth a orb — fi  0) 

The values of II_Stray 

27cRE

( 
r • cos(fio ) 

R E II  orbit — 
RV 

2— P 

rp • drp • dfio

r2 
+ (R E + H orbit VRE2 —r2 

)2 

as a function of the tangent altitude of the IR imager optical axis 

haxis have been calculated in Mathcad (see Appendix C) and the results are presented in 

Figure 5.5(a,b) for both a orb =30° and a orb =0°. It should be noted that the detector 

illumination due to the out-of-field sources is relatively uniform across the detector (see 

Section 4.4.2) and, therefore, produces only a constant offset signal that is equal to 

ilstray • However, this offset depends on the tangent altitude of the optical axis (see 

Figure 5.5(a,b)) and so varies as the Odin satellite nods through the range of optical axis 

altitudes between 10 and 60 km. 

The total stray light rejection ratio (SLR) of the IR imager can now be calculated 

according to equation (3.10): 

SLR =
I z_stray 
Iz_Interf 

where 

tof 

R r—aoth I sun A flit • A Earth r • cos(-2 a orb — 130) 

0 —aorb 
27rR 

r • dr • dfio
 \ (5.8) 

r2 +(R+ II  orbit — V R2 — r2 ) 

is the illumination of the IR imager entrance aperture by the out-of-field sources. The 

values of SLR as a function of tangent altitude of the IR imager optical axis hots have 

been calculated in Mathcad (see Appendix C) and are shown in Figure 5.6 for the orbit-

solar angles a orb =30° and a orb =0°. 
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From the foregoing the relative measurement error that is due to the out-of-field 

stray light can be calculated according to the expression given in equation (3.11) 

(a 
I E Stray 

o ) =
Infield (a()) 

where / hifiew(ao ) is the detector illumination due to the target source (atmospheric 

airglow) calculated from equation (5.2). The error A(oto ) has been calculated in Mathcad 

(see Appendix C) for three different values (10, 30 and 60 km) of the tangent altitude of 

the IR imager optical axis h„ and for both values (30° and 0°) of the orbit-solar angle. 

The results are presented in Figure 5.7. 
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Figure 5.5. Detector illumination due to out-of-field sources 
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Figure 5.6. Stray light rejection ratio (SLR) as a function of the tangent altitude of the IR 

imager optical axis. (a) a„,th =30°, and (b) a orb =0°. 
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Figure 5.7. Relative measurement error due to the out-of-field stray light (H is tangent 

altitude, OSA is orbit-solar angle). 

The increased relative measurement error for a 30° OSA, compared to that for 0°, is 

due to the increased illumination of the Earth's surface. 

5.4 Discussion of the results 

It is apparent from the measurement error analysis presented above (Section 5.2 

and 5.3) that the relative measurement errors are below 1% for the orbit-solar angle 0°, 

but for the orbit-solar angle equal to 30° and tangent altitudes above 75 km the error can 

reach 10%. It has been shown [2] that the tomographic technique for the data processing 

of orbital measurements can tolerate measurement errors below 5% and is not affected by 

measurement errors less than 2%. Therefore, the measurement error caused by stray light 

in the OSIRIS IR imager will not affect the accuracy of the orbital measurements and the 

tomographic data analysis for observations with the orbit-solar angle equal to 0°. For the 
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orbit-solar angle equal to 30° and altitudes below 70 km the measurement error due to 

stray light is less than 3%, therefore the observations of the oxygen atmospheric band 

airglow should not be affected. However, for the orbit-solar angle equal to 30° and 

tangent altitudes above 75 km the measurement error can exceed 5%, and so could 

introduce a significant error into the tomographic algorithm. 

Finally, it is useful to compare the stray light performance of the OSIRIS IR 

imager with that of other space-borne optical instruments. Typical values of SLR and 

measurement errors for the OSIRIS IR imager (for the orbit-solar angle of 0°) and for 

some other space-borne optical instruments are listed in Table 5.1. This comparison 

shows that, although the SLR value for the OSIRIS 1R imager is not as low as for some 

other instruments, the measurement error is relatively low. It is suggested that the 

relatively high value of SLR for the IR imager is related to its simple design (single lens 

imaging optics without suppression of diffraction effects by re-imaging and Lyot stops). 

The low value of the measurement error is probably due to the fact that the brightness of 

the atmospheric airglow at 1.27 i.tm wavelength is quite high in comparison with the 

brightness of the Earth's surface (Figure 5.1). 

The present results justify the simplicity of the OSIRIS IR imager optical design 

and efforts to decrease the error due to stray light and image deterioration would not 

noticeably improve the quality of the orbital measurements. Therefore, it would be 

unreasonable to increase the complexity of the design in order to reduce the SLR and 

decrease the measurement error. This is significant as the OSIRIS is intended to be a low 

cost solution to limb image remote sensing. 

Table 5.1. Comparison of SLR and measurement errors for various 

space-borne optical instruments (values for other instruments are taken from [11]). 

OSIRIS IR 

imager 

R-214 rocket 

photometer 

Pioneer 10 imaging 

photopolarimeter 

Helios 

photometer 

SLR 7.7.10-6 2.10-6 5.10-8 3.6.10-7

Measurement 

error, % 

1 1 0.5 10 
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6. Conclusions 

6.1 Summary and Conclusions 

The possible contamination of the OSIRIS measurements that will be made on 

Odin satellite due to bright in-field and out-of-field interfering sources of radiation has 

been studied. The potential impact of the interfering radiation on the orbital 

measurements has been evaluated through a computer simulation of the optical 

performance of the OSIRIS IR imager with the ASAP ray tracing software. 

A model of the OSIRIS IR imager was developed with the ASAP ray tracing 

software and the image deterioration, in-field and out-of field stray light analyses were 

made by tracing rays through the model. This ray tracing approach also allowed the 

optical performance characteristics defined by the Point-Spread Function and Normalized 

Detector Irradiance to be determined. The critical objects and effects that dominate in 

image deterioration and stray light were identified. 

For the in-field image deterioration and stray light, the three major effects -

diffraction/aberrations, ghost reflections and in-field scattering - were found to contribute 

almost equally to the in-field stray light. This means that the IR imager optical design is 

balanced with respect to the different sources responsible for the in-field image 

deterioration. 

For the out-of-field stray light two major contributors were analyzed, scattering 

from nontransparent surfaces and diffraction. The diffraction at the entrance aperture was 

found to be the dominant source of the out-of-field stray light. This means that the 

OSIRIS out-of-field stray light performance is diffraction limited. 

The relative error in the IR imager orbital measurements caused by the image 

deterioration and stray light was estimated by convolving the brightness of the limb 

airglow and the Earth's surface with the calculated PSF and NDI characteristic functions 

of the IR imager. It was shown that the total measurement error for the IR imager orbital 

measurements is less than 3% for the orbit-solar angle equal to 0° and for altitudes below 
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90 km and for the orbit-solar angle equal to 30° and altitudes below 70 km. This is not 

expected to affect the accuracy of the orbital observations nor the tomographic data 

analysis. However, for the orbit-solar angle equal to 30° and tangent altitudes above 75 

km the measurement error can exceed 5%, and so could introduce a significant error into 

the tomographic algorithm. 

The computer model of the IR imager was also used for vignetting and tolerancing 

analysis. The vignetting of the incident radiation for certain off-axis angles within the 

instrument FOV had been detected during the OSIRIS calibration and it was considered 

important to identify the objects in the system responsible for the vignetting. It was also 

considered important to analyze the sensitivity of the imager response function with 

respect to the positioning of the optical and mechanical components within the tolerance 

limits, i.e. perform a tolerancing analysis. Both the vignetting and tolerancing analyses 

were made with the ASAP software by tracing off-axis rays through the IR imager optical 

model. In this way the objects responsible for the vignetting were identified and the 

sensitivity of the IR imager response function with respect to the positioning of the 

optical and mechanical components was determined. 

Whenever possible the simulated optical performance was compared with the 

measured calibration and characterization data. In all cases the simulated results and the 

experimental data were in close agreement. 

The comprehensive computer simulation and analysis of the OSIRIS IR imager 

optical performance confirmed that the IR imager optical design is appropriate for limb 

observations of the airglow in the 1.27 gm wavelength region. 

6.2 Future work 

As noted in Chapter 2, the OSIRIS instrument actually consists of two separate 

units: the IR imager and an Optical Spectrometer. A computer simulation of the optical 

performance of the Optical Spectrometer is also needed. The requirements for the stray 

light performance of the Optical Spectrometer are more challenging than those for the IR 

imager. This is because the relative brightness levels of the light scattered and emitted by 

the middle atmosphere compared to the brightness of the Earth's surface is much smaller 

in the visible wavelength range than in the IR 1.27 gm wavelength region (Figure 6.1). 
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A low stray light level inside the Optical Spectrometer is particularly important, as 

it will allow the detection of very weak atmospheric spectral features in the presence of 

strong spectral features that are due to Fraunhofer lines in the Solar spectrum and some of 

the abundant atmospheric gases. The Optical Spectrometer includes a flat field prism in 

order to decrease the stray light level; the stray light level in the Optical Spectrometer has 

been experimentally determined to be of the order of 10'7. However, it is important to 

confirm this value through computer simulation and demonstrate how the stray light 

performance of the Spectrometer was improved by incorporating the flat field prism. In 

addition, the analysis of the orbital measurement error, similar to that performed for the 

IR imager, is required for the Optical Spectrometer in order to determine the lower limits 

for species detection from limb atmospheric observations in the visible wavelength range. 
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Figure 6.1. Earth limb spectrum for different tangent altitudes compared with the 

brightness of the Earth' surface illuminated by direct sunlight at 30° angle of 

incidence. 
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APPENDIX A. ASAP codes for OSIRIS IR imager analysis. 

Appendix A.1 ASAP code for the ideal OSIRIS IR imager. 

UNITS MILLIMETERS 
WAVELENGTHS 1.265 1.27 1.275 MICRONS 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 1 0 1 0 1 'TRANSMIT 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 0 0 0 0 0 'ABSORB' 
COATING PROPERTIES; 1 0 1 0 1 0 'REFLECT 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 0 0 0 0 0 'BLACK' 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 1 0 1 0 1 'ANTIREFLECT 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2 'FILTER' 
MEDIA; 2.4717 2.4717 2.4717 'ZNSE' 
SURFACE;PLANE Y 0 RECTANGLE 39 258 
SHIFT 267 14.7 0 

SURFACE;PLANE Y 0 RECTANGLE 39 258 
SHIFT 267 -14.7 0 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 7 
SHIFT 267 0 -47 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 7 
SHIFT 267 0 47 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X -45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 10.6 42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X -45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 -10.6 -42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X 45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 10.6 -42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X 45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 -10.6 42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE POINTS 499.8 12.6 0 499.8 12.6 10 524.5 -12.5 0.0 
OBJECT; .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 .6 0 .5 0 .4 0 .3 0 .2 'ENCLOSURE' 

BOUNDS -.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTOR1' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 0 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTOR2' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 32 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTORS' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 -32 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 15 47 'DETECTOR BACKPLANE' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.41 RECTANGLE 15 47 'DETECTOR COATING' 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERl_BACK' 
SHIFT X 1.13 
INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERLFRONT' 
SHIFT X 7.12 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTERl_SIDES' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTER2_BACK' 
SHIFT 1.13 0 32 
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INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 
ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTER2_FRONT 
SHIFT 7.12 0 32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTER2_SIDES' 
SHIFT Z 32 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERS BACK' 
SHIFT 1.13 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERS FRONT 
SHIFT 7.12 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTER3_SIDES' 
SHIFT Z -32 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 13.855 
SHIFT Z 16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 13.855 
SHIFT Z -16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 6.303 
SHIFT Z 40.448 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 6.303 
SHIFT Z -40.448 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 5.9 46.75 
SHIFTY 8.8 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 5.9 46.75 
SHIFT Y -8.8 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFTY 2.9 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Y -2.9 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 2.9 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -2.9 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 2.9 -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -2.9 -32 

OBJECT; .12 0 .11 0 .10 0 .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 'PREFIELDSTOP' 
BOUNDS +.4 +.3 +.6 +.5 +.2 +.1 
SHIFT 14.25 0 0 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 11.7 
SHIFT Z 16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 11.7 
SHIFT Z -16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 5.225 
SHIFT Z 41.525 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 5.225 
SHIFT Z -41.525 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 8.768 46.75 
SHIFTY 12.021 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 8.768 46.75 
SHIFT Y -12.021 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFTY 3.253 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Y -3.253 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 3.253 32 
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SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -3.253 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 3.253 -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -3.253 -32 

OBJECT; .12 0 .11 0 .10 0 .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 'CALVANE' 
BOUNDS +.6 +.5 +.4 +.3 +.2 +.1 
ROTATE Z 45 0 0 
SHIFT 40.044 0 0 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 145.075 -1 SINGLET LENS1 X 147.297 3.072 14 SILICA FL 
30 -1 'LENS1' 

INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 
ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 146.075 -1 'LENS2' 
SHIFT 0 0 32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 146.075 -1 'LENS3' 
SHIFT 0 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 142.2 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 150.2 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .8 0 .7 0 .3 0 .2 0 .1 0 'LENSBRACKET' 
BOUNDS +.6 +.5 +.4 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 177.836 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z -32 
OBJECT; .4 'INVANE3' 

BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 234.53 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'INVANE2' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 290.43 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'APSTOP' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
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SURFACE;PLANE X 336.43 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE2' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 371.83 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z -32 
OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE3' 

BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 402.27 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE4' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 426.56 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANES' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 16 RECTANGLE 93.22 16 
SHIFT X 430.4 

SURFACE;PLANE Z -16 RECTANGLE 93.22 16 
SHIFT X 430.4 

SURFACE;PLANE POINTS 523.63 -16 0 523.63 -16 10 491.85 16 0.0 
OBJECT; .3 0 .2 0 'CHANDIVIDER' 

BOUNDS +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 524.4 RECTANGLE 30 48 
ROTATE Z 44.6 524.5 -12.5 

SURFACE;PLANE X 524.5 RECTANGLE 30 48 
ROTATE Z 44.6 524.5 -12.5 

SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'ENTRANCEVANE' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

OBJECT; .5 'ENTRANCEVANEBACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

OBJECT; .3 'ENTVANEEDGE' 
BOUNDS +.5 -.4 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
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Appendix A.2 ASAP code for the out-of-field scattering analysis of the OSIRIS IR 
imager. 

! IR Channel out-of-field scatter analysis with vane edges 

$D0 31 55 

$ECHO NONE 
UNITS MILLIMETERS 
WAVELENGTHS 1.265 1.27 1.275 MICRONS 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 1 0 1 0 1 TRANSMIT' 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 0 0 0 0 0 'ABSORB' 
COATING PROPERTIES; 1 0 1 0 1 0 'REFLECT 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 0 0 0 0 0 'BLACK' 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0 1 0 1 0 1 'ANTIREFLECT 
COATING PROPERTIES; 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2 'FILTER' 
R=0.005 

LEVEL 6 
MEDIA; 2.4717 2.4717 2.4717 'ZNSE' 
EDGE;ELLIPSE X 142 14 14 16 0.0 360.0 
SURFACE;PLANE Y 0 RECTANGLE 39 258 
SHIFT 267 14.7 0 

SURFACE;PLANE Y 0 RECTANGLE 39 258 
SHIFT 267 -14.7 0 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 7 
SHIFT 267 0 -47 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 7 
SHIFT 267 0 47 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X -45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 10.6 42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X -45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 -10.6 -42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X 45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 10.6 -42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 0 RECTANGLE 258 6 
ROTATE X 45 0 0 
SHIFT 267 -10.6 42.7 

SURFACE;PLANE POINTS 499.8 12.6 0 499.8 12.6 10 524.5 -12.5 0.0 
OBJECT; .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 .6 0 .5 0 .4 0 .3 0 .2 'ENCLOSURE' 

BOUNDS -.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTORI' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 0 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTOR2' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 32 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.2 0.05 'DETECTOR3' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.4 1.225 -32 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 15 47 'DETECTOR BACKPLANE' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.41 RECTANGLE 15 47 'DETECTOR COATING' 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 ELLIPSE 3.2 3.2 'DETECTOR1MASK' 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 
SHIFT 0.5 1.225 0 
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ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERl_BACK' 
SHIFT X 1.13 
INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERl_FRONT 
SHIFT X 7.12 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTERl_SIDES' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTER2_BACK' 
SHIFT 1.13 0 32 
INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTER2 FRONT' 
SHIFT 7.12 0 32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTER2_SIDES' 
SHIFT Z 32 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERS BACK' 
SHIFT 1.13 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING FILTER AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 19.05 12.7 'FILTERS FRONT' 
SHIFT 7.12 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 1.13 19.05 12.7 7.12 19.05 12.7 1 1 'FILTER3_SIDES' 
SHIFT Z -32 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 13.855 
SHIFT Z 16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 13.855 
SHIFT Z -16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 6.303 
SHIFT Z 40.448 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 2.9 6.303 
SHIFT Z -40.448 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 5.9 46.75 
SHIFTY 8.8 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 5.9 46.75 
SHIFT Y -8.8 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFTY 2.9 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Y -2.9 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 2.9 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -2.9 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 2.9 -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 2.145 2.145 0.05 2.145 2.145 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -2.9 -32 

OBJECT; .12 0 .11 0 .10 0 .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 'PREFIELDSTOP' 
BOUNDS +.4 +.3 +.6 +.5 +.2 +.1 
SHIFT 14.25 0 0 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA11ER RANDOM (R) 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 11.7 
SHIFT Z 16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 11.7 
SHIFT Z -16 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 5.225 
SHIFT Z 41.525 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 3.253 5.225 
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SHIFT Z -41.525 
SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 8.768 46.75 
SHIFTY 12.021 

SURFACE;PLANE X 0.0 RECTANGLE 8.768 46.75 
SHIFT Y -12.021 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFTY 3.253 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Y -3.253 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 3.253 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -3.253 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 3.253 -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X -0.05 4.3 4.3 0.05 4.3 4.3 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT 0 -3.253 -32 

OBJECT; .12 0 .11 0 .10 0 .9 0 .8 0 .7 0 'CALVANE' 
BOUNDS +.6 +.5 +.4 +.3 +.2 +.1 
ROTATE Z 45 0 0 
SHIFT 40.044 0 0 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 145.075 -1 SINGLET LENS1 X 147.297 3.072 14 SILICA FL 
30 -1 'LENS1' 

INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 
ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 146.075 -1 'LENS2' 

SHIFT 0 0 32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

ENT OBJECT;SINGLET X 144.22 3.072 13 ZNSE FL 146.075 -1 'LENS3' 
SHIFT 0 0 -32 
INTERFACE COATING ANTIREFLECT AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 142.2 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 150.2 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 142 12.97 12.97 150.4 12.97 12.97 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 142.2 13 13 150.2 13 13 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .8 0 .7 0 .3 0 .2 0 .1 0 'LENSBRACKET 
BOUNDS +.6 +.5 +.4 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

ENT OBJECT;TUBE X 144.2 12.9 12.9 150.4 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 
INTERFACE COATING ABSORB AIR AIR 

SURFACE;PLANE X 177.736 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 177.836 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 177.5 12.7 12.7 178 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 '1NVANE3' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'INVANE3BACK' 
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BOUNDS +3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

TOWARDS EDGE 1 
ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 177.786 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'INVANE3EDGE' 

INTERFACE COATING BLACK MR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 234.43 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 234.53 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 234 12.1 12.1 235 12.1 12.1 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'INVANE2' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'INVANE2BACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA ITER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 243.48 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'INVANE2EDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 290.33 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 290.43 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 290 11.5 11.5 291 11.5 11.5 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'AP STOP' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'AP STOPBACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA I l'ER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 290.38 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'APSTOPEDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 336.33 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 336.43 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 336 11.98 11.98 337 11.98 11.98 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z -32 
OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE2' 

BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'OUTVANE2BACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
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SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 336.38 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'OUTVANE2EDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 371.75 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 371.83 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 371 12.4 12.4 372 12.4 12.4 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE3' 
BOUNDS +.3 +,2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'OUTVANE3BACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 371.78 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'OUTVANE3EDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 402.17 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 402.27 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 402 12.7 12.7 403 12.7 12.7 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z -32 
OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE4' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'OUTVANE4BACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA ITER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 402.22 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'OUTVANE4EDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

TOWARDS EDGE 1 
SURFACE;PLANE X 426.46 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;PLANE X 426.56 RECTANGLE 16 48 
SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z 32 
SURFACE;TUBE X 426 12.9 12.9 427 12.9 12.9 0.0 0.0 

SHIFT Z -32 
OBJECT; .4 'OUTVANE5' 

BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'OUTVANE5BACK 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 
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ENT OBJECT;TORUS X 426.49 12.7 0.05 0.05 0.0 'OUTVANE5EDGE' 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

SURFACE;PLANE Z 16 RECTANGLE 93.22 16 
SHIFT X 430.4 

SURFACE;PLANE Z -16 RECTANGLE 93.22 16 
SHIFT X 430.4 

SURFACE;PLANE POINTS 523.63 -16 0 523.63 -16 10 491.85 16 0.0 
OBJECT; .3 0 .2 0 'CHANDIVIDER' 
BOUNDS +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

SURFACE;PLANE X 524.4 RECTANGLE 30 48 
ROTATE Z 44.6 524.4 -12.5 

SURFACE;PLANE X 524.5 RECTANGLE 30 48 
ROTATE Z 44.6 524.5 -12.5 

SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z 32 

SURFACE;TUBE X 480 13.7 13.7 530 13.7 13.7 0.0 0.0 
SHIFT Z -32 

OBJECT; .4 'ENTRANCEVANE' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCATTER RANDOM (R) 1 

OBJECT; .5 'ENTRANCEVANEBACK' 
BOUNDS +.3 +.2 +.1 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA1TER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

OBJECT; .3 'ENTVANEEDGE' 
BOUNDS +.5 -.4 
INTERFACE COATING BLACK AIR AIR 
SCA fl ER RANDOM (R) 1 
TOWARDS EDGE 1 

RETURN 
$ECHO 
ANGLEY=? 
ANGLEZ=0 

BEAMS INCOHERENT GEOMETRIC 
XMEMORY MIN 
WAVELENGTH 1.27 MICRONS 
GRID RECT X 533 -2@20 -2@20 1500 1500 
SOURCE DIR [-COS[ANGLEY+ANGLEZ]] [SIN[ANGLEY]] [SIN[ANGLEZ]] 

TRACE 
CONSIDER ONLY DETECTOR1MASK 
STATS 
END} 
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Appendix B. Derivation of the out-of-field NDI due to diffraction. 

As noted in Section 4.4.2 the equation (4.10) for the far-field approximation of the 

diffraction NDI can be derived from the Airy formula for diffraction by a circular 

aperture, for the assumption that the out-of-field off-axis angles are much larger than the 

angular radius of the first Airy disk, vo=1.222/D, and that the typical detector area is 

much larger than the spacing between consecutive diffraction Airy rings. In this way the 

Airy function can be approximated, for large angles and averaged over the rings, 

according to the approach given in [29]. Unfortunately, the equation for the far field 

approximation of the diffraction NDI was given in [29] only for small off-axis angles and 

without derivation. The derivation of equation (4.10) for large off-axis angles is presented 

below. 

Fraunhofer diffraction for a circular aperture is described by the Airy formula [29] 

2J1(sin(v) • 2rD l.1,) 2

sin(co) • id) I A, 1 ' 

.1) 
PSF diffr _unnorm = (A2.1) 

where X is the wavelength of radiation, 

go is the off-axis angle, 

D is the diameter of the entrance aperture, 

Ji is the first-order Bessel function. 

Equation (A2.1) represents the unnormalized diffraction PSF. If the PSF is to be a 

measure of the relative energy diffracted into the unit solid angle in the direction of angle 

v, it must be normalized so that it complies with the requirements for energy 

conservation and the normalized PSF PSFdiffr(v) satisfies equation (A2.2) 

PSFdiffi. (gyp) • AI =55 K „ • PSF do. _ u,”,„r„,(v) • cli2 =1, (A2.2) 
2n 

where Kn is the unknown normalization coefficient defined by 

PSFdiffi, (co) = K „ • PSFd _unnonn (cO) . 

K„ can be found from (A2.2) and (A2.1): 

K = 
1 1 

5$ 
2tc 

PSFthffr _unnonn (co) • cISI Ir2
PSFdiffr (V) • 27g0 • cico 

0 

(A2.3) 

(A2.4.) 
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In the present derivation only the case where the angular radius of the Airy disk 

(angle for the first zero of the Airy formula (A2.1)), 0=1.222/D, is small is considered, 

so that the approximation sin(co).1, can be used for integration in equation (A2.4). For 

this case 

1 1 

Kn 
= 

12 [ 2J 1 (sin(0 • IrD Al  
2 

• 27ry 4 
sin( co) • 70/2 

\ 

as 

/2  2./1 (g0 • 7c/3 1 2)12

0 V•IrD/A. 

2 = y 21-2DI. 22 2 (x) -12 2 xx dx /A ) 2 8z1[ J 1 V )l x  dx
0 x 0 

2 
•-1 ix(x) 1 x dx =1 

2 .0 

Hence the normalized PSF is given by 

[ 
PSFdiffi, (co) = ( D )2

4 /1 sin(v) • 7rD I

2J1 (sin(co) • rD I it)].

2 

The susceptibility of the instrument to stray light due to diffraction from an off-

axis angle go is described by the NDI (Normalized Detector Irradiance) function defined 

in Section 3.2. The NDI, which is related to the normalized PSF, is defined as the average 

detector irradiance divided by the source irradiance at the entrance aperture of the system. 

(The input irradiance is evaluated for a plane normal to the line of sight to the source). In 

order to derive the expression for the NDI, assume that the system is illuminated by a 

parallel off-axis beam propagating at the angle co with respect to the system optical axis 

with input irradiance evaluated for a plane normal to the line of sight to the source equal 

to 4 . In this case the light power entering the system is 

.27T.dv 

41/r 

(A2.5) 

* The expression (A2.5) can be confirmed by numerical integration in MathCad: 

2000 

ji(X)  2.xdx= 0.500 
\ X

(A2.6) 
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70  2 

Pin = ill • cos(6) =  cos(0) , 0 m 4 
(A2.7) 

where Sin=yrD2/4 is the instrument entrance aperture area, z9 is the angle between the 

direction of the incident beam propagation and the direction orthogonal to the plane of 

the entrance aperture. The power of the light diffracted into an infinitesimal solid angle 

d.Q along the optical axis of the instrument is 

702 
Pdiffi. = Pin • PSFdiffi. (co)c/S2 = 4 • — cos(z9) • psFdiffi. (v)c/S2 (A2.8) 

This power is focused by the lens on to a detector area equal to 

(A2.9) dSdet = F2dQ 

where F is the focal length of the lens. Therefore, the irradiance of the detector by the 

diffracted light is 

irn 2 
I 

det 
= P d iffi' = 

°  COS(25) • PSF diffi (V)

dSdet 4F 2

and the diffraction NDI is 

(A2.10) 

ND/ diffr 
/ ci d 

= IrD cos(0) PSFdiffr (v) = 
(7rD2 \2 cos(t9) 2. 1 i (sin(v) irD I A • .)] 

2

10
= 2

4F 4AF 

[ 

sin(co) • 7rD I 2 

(A2.11) 

In the far-field approximation, for the assumption that the off-axis angles are much larger 

than the angular radius of the first Airy disk, 0=/.22/1/D, and detector area is much 

larger than the spacing between consecutive diffraction Airy rings, the diffraction NDI 

can be approximated for large angles and averaged over the diffraction rings. For large 

values of x the first-order Bessel function .11(x) can be approximated by [31] 

J i (x) (1-
)2 

cos(x — —3r). 
4 

Averaging Jj(x)2 over the diffraction rings simplifies equation (A2.12) to 

(A2.12) 

J i(x)2 ..=•• ( Tix2 Icos(x — —374r) = Trci . (A2.13) 

Then substitution of (A2.13) to (A2.11) gives 
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NDI diffi.(co) .---(
7TD2 4 • cos(g) 

3 
1 AD • cos(6) 

4/IF [ sin(co) • 70 / 4z 2F2 kin(yog 
(A2.14) 

As the OSIRIS IR imager has the entrance vane tilted by 45° with respect to the optical 

axis, the angle i9 between the direction of the incident beam propagation and the 

direction orthogonal to the plane is equal to (c+r/4). Thus, the final form of the equation 

for the IR imager diffraction NDI is 

NDI 
diffi

.(yo) - 'D • cos(q)+ r I zi)
(A2.15) 47T 2F2 [sin(of
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APPENDIX C 

Analysis of OSIRIS IR imager stray light performance. MathCad file "SLR analysis.mcd". 

1. Atmospheric and Earth brightness R Earth := 6378 km 

Daytime atmospheric limb profile at 1270 nm h := 6.62.10 34 c := 2.997.108

Limb 1 := READPRN("Limb profile.pm") I := rows Limb 1) I = 105 i := 0.. I - 1 

3 41 106 c. 10 .10 1 •Limb 1<1> 1 
B atm := [ •h•  - brightness in Min

2
.sterad) 

4'n 1.27.10 6 / 

H := Limb 
1<

 °›- altitude 

0.08 

B
ri

gh
tn

es
s,

 W
/(

m
^2

*s
te

ra
d)

 

0.06 

B atm. 0.04 

0.02 

20 40 60 
H. 

Altitude, km 

Spectral Irradiance of the Earth surface by sunlight at 1.27 nm 

Irrad := 0.03.104 WAm2.1.tm) 

Filter bandwidth A := 10.10
3 

pm 

Earth albedo Albedo := 0.35 

Earth surface brightness B earth := -10 

B earth :-
Irrad•A•Albedo 

2.2.11 
H earthi := 

80 100 120 

HE--0.5 if B atmi< B earth 

H<-- 2 otherwise 

H 
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100 

75 

50 

25 

0 
0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 

Brightness, W/(mA2*sterad) 

Atmospheric limb 
4'111'111'Ni° Earth's surface 

2. IR imager experimental PSF 

PSF3 := READPRN("PSF4.pm") 

PSF3 r := PSF3‹ °

PSF3 := PSF3
< 1> 

i3 := 0.. rows ( PSF3) - 1 

8000  

6000 
PSF3 .i3

4000 

2000 

0.06 0.07 

30 35 40 45 50 
PSF3 

Pi3 

PSF3 := READPRN("PSF5.pm") < > 
PSF3 r := PSF3< 

0> 
PSF3 PSF3 P F3 

1 
P 
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i3 := 0.. rows(PSF3) - 1 

1.2.104  

1.104 

bD 

8000 

6000 

4000 

2000 
0 5 

Pixel number 

Experimental PSF 

a bkg := PSF3 rio a bkg = 2.611.103

a 0 := PSF3 r - a bkg a 0 = 7.454.103

PSF3 r5 + PSF3 r7 - 2.a bkg
a 1 :-

a 1 :" 

2.a 0

PSF3 1.4 + PSF3 r8 - 2.a bkg

2.a 0

3. IR imager simulated PSF 

PSF 

10 15 

a 1 = 0.17 

a 1 = 0.012 

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 
ghost ASAP 0 -12 -36 -37 -38 -40 -62 

N := cols(PSF ghost ASAP 

0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.1 

-63 -63 -64 -65 -71 
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vx := for jE 0.. N- 1 

n <-- (-- PSF ghost ASAP 0, (N - 1 -

for j E N - 1.. 2•N - 2 

vx.4-PSF ghost ASAP  0,0 - N1-1) 

vx 

vY for jE 0.. N- 1 

vYi <"- PSF ghost_ASAPi (N _ 1 _ 

for jE N- 1.. 2•N- 2 

vYj*-PSF ghost ASAP

vy 

linterp( vx, vy, Angle) 

11 
PSF ghost( Angle) := 10 

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0.1 
PSF diffr ASAP 0 -10 -20 -25 -32 -45 -40 -50 -42 -50 -52 -61 

vx := 

N := cols (PSF diffi._AsAp) 

for j E O.. N 1 
vy := 

v)*-- (- PSF 
diffr_ASAP)o, (N - j) 

for j E N - 1.. 2.N - 2 

VXJ 4— PSF diffr_ASAP0,0 N÷

vx 

vs := cspline(vx, vy) 

for jE 0.. N- 1 

vyi4-PSF diffi. AQ A , 
(N- 1-j) 

for jE N- 1.. 2•N- 2 

vyi PSFdi AsApi 
$(j N +1) 

vy 

interp( vs , vx, vy, Angle) 

11 
PSF diffT(Angle) := 10 

0 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.1 0. 
PSF scat ASAP ' 0 -45 -50 -53 -55 -57 -59 -60.5 -62.5 -64 -65 -( 
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N := cols(PSF scat ASAP 

VX := for jE 0.. N- 1 vy := 
v)<— (- PSF scat_ASAP)0, (N _ 1-j) 

for jE N- 1.. 2•N- 2 

vy— PSF scat ASAP

VX 

vs := cspline(vx, vy) 

Total PSF is a convolution of individual PSFs: 

for jE 0.. N- 1

vYj+- PSF scat ASAP 1,{N- (N - 1-i) 

for j E N - 1.. 2.N - 2 

n +- PSF scatASAPi ,(i _N +1) 

vY 

PSF scat( Angle) := 10 

300 

PSF' totai(Angle) := E PSF ghost 
i = -300 

300 

PSF" total (Angle) := E PSF di 
i = -300 

• 

\ 300 /

interp(vs , vx, vy, Angle) 

11 

'PSF Angle - — 
300 scat( 

'PSF total Angle - 
300/ 

Norm cony := PSF" total(° ) Norm cony = 2.233 

PSF" total( Angle) 
PSF" total( Angle) 

Number of angle points K := 800 

i := 0.. K 

Norm cony 

. 
Angle := -4 + 

8 i

PSF tot ni_co . PSF"' total(Anglei) 

PSF total( AngD := linterp(Angle, PSF tot con , Angl) 
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1 

0.1 

0.01 
PSF ghost (Angle0 1.10 3 

PSF diffr(Anglei) 1.10 4 

1.10 5
PSF scat (Anglei) 1.10-6 

1.10 7 

1.10 8 

1.10 

D
et

ec
to

r i
llu

m
in

at
io

n 

-0.5 0 
Anglei

-0.5 0 

Off-axis angle, degrees 

Number of angle points K := 800 

i := 0.. 0.8.2•K Angle := -0.8 + — 
K 

PSF expint(Angl) := exp 
- 

(Ang1)2 
•(-1n(0.17))1 

(0.0172) 

0.5 

0.5 
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PSF exp := for j E 0.. 0.8•2•K 

PSF.4-- 1 

PSFIC.(0 +0.8) 4-- 1 

PSFK(0.02 + 0.8) 0.17 

PSFIC•(-0.02+0.8)<-0.17

PSF 4- 0 012 IC.(0.04 + 0.8) 

PSFIC•(-0.04+0.8) 0.012 <— 
Diode array instrumental function 

PSF IF(Angl) := (1)(Angl + 0.01) - (Angl - 0.01) 

0.1 

Norm sim := IF(x) 'PSF total (x) dx 

.1- 0.1 

0.1 

0.1 
IF(x) 'PSF total(Angl x) dx 

PSF convol(Angl) 
Norm sim

0.1 

Norm exp := IF(x) x)'PSF expint(x) dx J10.1 
PSF expconvol(Angl) 

'0.1 

IF(x) •PSF expint(Angl - x) dx 

. - 0.1 

Norm exp

Number of angle points K' := 800 

:= 0.. 0.8•2•K := -0.8 + 
K' 
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D
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r 
Il

lu
m

in
at
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n 

0.5 

-0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.01 0 0.01 0.02 
Off-axis angle, degrees 

- Simulated and convolved PSF 
0 0 0 Experimental PSF 
— Interpolated experimental PSF 

0.03 0.04 0.05 

To confirm the agreement betweenthe experimental and simulated data, let's estimate the FWHM of 
the PSI as a sum of diffraaction and spherical aberrations spot size: 

Diffraction spot size: 

aberr — 

F lens 145'1°3 D lens 26'103

A diffi. := 1.22.1.2710-6.  
360 

D lens' 2 ' n

0.0078.360 

\ 
r  

2
 lens

\ D lens 

A diffi.. 3.414.10
3 

This is also the Airy disk angular size 

A aberr 7.18540
-3 

A total A aberr A diffr A total = 0.011 Degrees 

This is close to simulated FWHM 

Normalize PSF: Angley(r) r. 

ic•15
2 

Norm :-

360 

2'n *F lens'10
3 

PSF total( Angley(r) ) •r dr 

.0 

Norm = 2.844.10
5 
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PSF • total_norm( a) Norm PSF total( a) Norm' PSF total_nomi(°) Norm' =

Number of angle points K" := 800 i" := 0.. K" 
8.i

""
Angler := -4 + 

K
— PSF"i„  total norm(Angler) PSF 

PSF interp(Angl) := linterp( Angle", PSF", Angl) 

Number of angle points K := 80 

i 0.. 0.8.2•K 
Anglei := -0.8 + — 

K 

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

 P
S

F
 

1.106 

1.105 

1.104 

1.103 

100 

10 

1 

0.1 

0.01 
-1 

Normalize convolved PSF: 

Norm' :-

-0.5 0 

Off-axis angle, degrees 

ic•15-

0.5 

2 Norm' = 1.529.105 
2.7C • PSF convol(.1 

0 

Angley(r)).r dr 7C 

PSF convol norm(a) := Norm' • PSF convol(a) 

Approximate by linterp: 

Norm" := PSF convol norm(0) 

.= Angle"i„) PSF cony nori„ PSF convol_norm( 

PSF linterp(AngD linterp(Angle", PSF cony nor, Angl) 
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50 urn edges: 

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

 P
S

F
 

1.106 

1.105 

1•104 

1.103 

100 

10 

1 

0.1 

0.01 
-1 

4. Out-of-field NDI 

-0.5 0 
Off-axis angle, degrees 

ASAP simulated normalized convolved PSF 

0.5 

a) for total scattering from Orlando black 5% 

Irrad 904:- 2 NDI in 05 := READPRN("NDI 05.pm" ) 
15 

. no edges: NDI in  
05J I NDI noedge_05, 

Irrad hilt .3.22

NDI noedge05(AngD := linterp(Angle out , NDI noedge_05 Angl) 

NDIin  051  2

NDI 50edge_05i  
Irrad r x•3.22) 

NDI 50edge05(AngD := linterp(Angle out , NDI 50edge_05 Angl) 
NDI in_05

j,3 10 urn egdes: NDI 10edge 05. 
Irrad .3.2

2 

NDI 10edge05(Angl) := linterp(Angle out, NDI 10edge_05 Angl) 

1 

j 0.. rows (NDI 05,\ - 1 
Angle outi NDI 0
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1.10 3 

1.10 5 

1.10-9 

1-10 10 

1.10-3 

1.10 4 

1.10 5 

1.10-6 

F1 
Z 1.10-7 

1.10 

J 

1 I 1 

0 10 20 30 

Off-axis angle, degrees 

- No vane tips 
10 um vane tips 
50 um vane tips 

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 

Off-axis angle, degrees 

- No vane tips 
  10 um vane tips 
- 50 um vane tips 

i

40 50 

2.5 
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NDI noedge 005. 
Irrad .n.3.2

2 

How to transfer it to the same terms as PSF? Multiply by the detector area (it will be the power of 
scattered light on the detector), and divide by the entrance aperture area (i.e. in the denominator there 
will be the total power as if it would come on-axis and focused on the central pixel). We will cal it SLR 
(stray light rejection): 

NDI 50edge05 ( Ang1).0.1.6.4 
SLR 50edge05(Ang0 

- 50 urn edges 

.12
2 

a) for total scattering from Orlando black 0.5% 

NDI in005 := READPRN( "NDI 005.pm" ) 

Angle out NDI in 005 o

NDI in_005i,1
no edges 

904 
Irrad in :- 2

15 

0.. rows (NDI in_005) - 1 

NDI noedge005 (Angl) := linterp(Angle out' NDI noedge 005 > Angl) 

NDI 50edge_005. 
(Irrad hin • 3.22) 

- 50 um edges 

NDI 50edge005(AngD := linterp(Angle out , NDI 50edge_005 Angl) 

NDI in 0051 3
NDI 10edge_0051   -10 um egdes 

Irrad jult .3.22

NDI 10edge005(Angl) := linterp(Angle out , NDI 10edge_005 Angl) 

NDI in 005. — ,2 
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NDI 50edge005( Angl) .0.1.6.4 
- 50 urn edges 

SLR 50edge005(Angl)
It • 12

2 

Out-of-field diffraction: 
F lens := 145.10 3 D lens := 26.103 X := 1.27.106

F lens 3
3 

F D entr 0.10 
n

D lens 

X .cos 
2.1 

\ 2.7t \ 
X •cos Angl • + 

360 4/ 
(0(Angl - 1 

360 4 /

NDI diffr( Angi) := (4( Angl + 0.1) - (I)(Angl - 1)). - (to( Angl 45)). + 
33 2 

4.11 *F
2.1t 

\3 

1.
4./(

3
.F n

2
.D entr.sin Ang1.- 1

2.7t 
entr'sin i\

360/ 360/ n \ 

z 

0.01 

1.10
3 

1.10
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1.1077 
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Estimation of the measurement error from in-field image deterioration 

1. Atmospheric and Earth brightness R Earth := 6378 km 

Daytime atmospheric limb profile at 1270 nm ho := 6.62.10 34 
c := 2.997.108 

Limb 1 := READPRN("Limb profile.prn") I := rows (Limb 1) I = 105 i := 0.. I - 1 

{ 

106 c.103.104

,, 
  •Limb l < 1> 1 - brightness in Whn

2 pl . sterad) B atm ..= . 
1.27.10 6

H := Limb 1< °>- altitude 

13' atm := for j E 0.. 100 

B 0 

for j E 100.. 204 

B'<--B atm.
- 100 

B' 

H' := for j E 0.. 204 

j - 100 

H' 

Spectral Irradiance of the Earth surface by sunlight at 1.27 nm 

Irrad := 0.03.104 
W/( m

2
1.1m) 

Filter bandwidth A := 10.10 3 
p.m 

Earth albedo Albedo := 0.35 

30.21 
a orb - 360 

Earth surface brightness B earths := -10 linterp(H' , B' atm , 50) = 0.056 

Irrad•A•Albedo•sin(a 
B limb(h) := linterp(H' , B' atm, h) + 

orb) 
(1 - (D(h)) 

2.7t 
j := 0.. 200 hi j - 80 
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50 

—50 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 

Brightness, W/(m^2*sterad) 

n := 0.. 200 m := 0.. 200 

B Limb B lira& - 100)B 
Limbmax max(B Limb) 

256 
B •  'D Limbo

inm'll B Limbmax 

B in 

0.08 

B Limbo := B Limbmai l3

0.1 
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Total in-field image deterioration 

L := 2587 km max := 
360 

.(1) max 

I infield(a h axis 

- 0 max 

max 

max 

PSF interp 

M := 2000 a 0 = 0 max' 

I infield(a h axis) 
j= -M 

h axisi := 10 h axis2 := 30 h axis3 := 60 k := 1.. 50 

Infieldl 

Infield2 

Infield3 

K := 

B timb[h axis + 

for k E 1.. 50 

(1(.2 + 1 - h axisi 
Ik <— I infle ct\  h axisl 

for k E 1.. 50 

(k.2 + 1 - h axis2
Ik+- I infle ct\ h axis2 

I 

for k E 1.. 50 

ik.2 + 1 - h axis3
Ik*— I infle ct\ h axis3 

I 

Infield125

B limb(1125) 

360 f a _ a 2 + 02 13 iirrit(h axis ÷ L.a da 0
2.7c 

2.1 
• \ 

-1+
M1 6a 0- 

max 

M 

2.1\ Der
{0 max' — •P SF interp 

1 M/ 

B —11  pl'[ 
/106 C.103.14 

noise 
\ 4

u 

-it 1.27.10 6

hk := k•2 + 1 

.50 

360 

2i 

dr3 0

1 +
; 

+ {0 
•i 2•j 

- 
1+ M/ \ 

max. 
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I Lnfield lk

I nfied2k

I hifield3k

B limb (11k) 'K 
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Out-of-field stray light evaluation 

Irrad := 0.03.10
4 

W/(m
2

.gm) _ 30.2.n 0.2.7 
a orbl .  360 a orb2 — 360 

Filter bandwidth A := 10.10
3 

gm 

Earth albedo Albedo := 0.35 

R Earth := 6378 km h axis := 10 km H orbit " 600 krn 

R Earth + h axis

Y 
(h axi s) := asin  R Earth + H Orbit/ 

I E_strayl(h axis) 

I E_stray2(h axis) 

R Earth 

.0 

orbl 

-a orbl 

-R Earth orb2 

. 0 - a orb2 

NDI diffi. 

NDI diffi. 

360 .

2•n 

360 .

2 ..rt 

Q2 y (h axis) - atan 
rcos03) 

R Earth + H orbit - Earth2 r2

R2 Y (h axis) - atan 

I E_stray1( 1°) = 1.798.10-6 I I_stray1(3°) = 1.451.10 I Lstray1( 6°) = 9.628.10 7

r.cos((3) 

1.798.10
6 

10 

I strayl ' 1.451 • 10-6 H axis := 30 I linterp(H axis' I strayi, a) stray_interp1( a) " 

9.628.10 7
60 

I Istray2( 10) =2.562.101  I - I_stray2(3°) = 2.429401  I - 1_stray2(60) = 2.206401

R Earth ÷ H orbit - 4R Earth 2 r2

2.562.10 8 10 -

2.429.10
8 

stray2 H axis := 30 I := linterp(H axis, I stray2, a) stray_interp2( a) 
2.206.10

8 60 

2 

Irrad•A • Albedo .r • cos 
\ —2 a orbl 

2.7( •R Earth 

Irrad•A Albedo.r • cos a orb2 

2.7t

\2 •R Earth 

r 

r
2 

+ 

2 2 / 

R Earth ÷ H orbit - JR Earth - r- /

r 

2 
r2 + \ R Earth + H orbit - JR Earth - 

dr 

dI3 dr 
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1.5.10-6 

1.10-6 

5.10 7 

I E_interfl 

I E interf2 

20 30 40 50 

Optical axis altitude, km 

'R Earth 

0 

'R Earth 

0 

I I_strayl (10)
SLR 10 I Einterf1 

SLR 10 = 7.714.10 

SLR 1 := 

7.714.10
6 

6.226.10
6 

4.131.10
6 

- a orbl 

-a orbl 

- a orb2 

- a orb2 

3.10 8 
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Optical axis altitude, km 

ilTad .46, • Albedo .r • cos 
—2 

\ - • orbl P) 
11 

2.n • R Earth

Irrad•A • Albedo•r• cos ( 
It 

—2 - a orb2 - P 
2.1t.R Earth

I Istray1(3°) 
SLR 30  

E_interf1 

SLR 30 = 6.226.10-6

H axis := 

10 

30 

60 

r 

2 
r + \ R Earth + H orbit - iR Earth - r 

2 2 

r 

2 

 \2 
2 2 2 r (R Earth H

— orbit - JR Earth - r 

I E_stray1(6°) 
SLR 60  

I unterf1 

SLR 60 = 4.13140-6

linterp(H axis, SLR 1 , a) I SLR interp1( a) := 

d13 dr 

da dr 



I SLR inteipil 3u) = tt.12b• 1U 

E_stray2( 1°) 
E_s SLR 10 —   tray2(30) 

interi2 SLR 30 :- 
I E interf2 

I E stray2(60) 
SLR 60 :-  

I E interf2 

SLR 10 = 1.099.10
-7 

SLR 30 = 1.042.10 7 SLR 60 = 9.466.10 

SLR 2 := 

1.09910
7 

1.042.10-
7 

9.466.10
8 

H axis • 

10 

30 

60 
I SLR_interp2( a) linterp(H axis, SLR 2 , a) 

I SLR interp2(30) = 1.042.10 7

I E stray1(10) A I E_stray1(30) 
A 1_1k I infield3k 

2_1k I kfield3k 

I strayl( 60) 
A 3 11, T 

1 Infield3k

I E stray2( 10) I I stray2(30) 
A 2_2k   A I —

stray2( 60) 

A 1_2k Infield3k Infield3k 3- 2k I infielok 
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) 
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